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ABSTRACT 

 

A multiple energy imaging (MEI) system that can extract multiple endogenous or induced 

contrast materials as well as water and bone images would be ideal for imaging of biological 

subjects. The continuous spectrum available from synchrotron light facilities provides a 

nearly perfect source for MEI.  This dissertation is on a novel MEI imaging system developed 

for biomedical imaging applications at the BioMedical Imaging and Therapy bend magnet 

beamline, Canadian Light Source. The developed MEI system prepares a horizontally focused 

polychromatic x-ray imaging beam. Its components are: a cylindrically bent Laue single 

silicon (5, 1, 1) crystal monochromator, scanning and positioning stages for the subjects, flat 

panel (area) detector, and a data acquisition and control system. The Si crystal is bent by 

means of a frame bender and has a bent radius of 0.5 m. Depending on the horizontal beam 

width of filtered synchrotron radiation (20 to 50 keV) incident on the monochromator; the 

size and spectral energy range of the focused beam prepared vary, and can be up to 15 keV. 

The spectral energy range covers the K-edges of iodine (33.17 keV), xenon (34.56 keV), 

cesium (35.99 keV), and barium (37.44 keV). Iodine, xenon and barium are commonly used 

biomedical and clinical contrast agents. A phantom composed of six materials: iodine, xenon, 

cesium, barium, water, and bone was imaged using the MEI system and their projected 

concentrations successfully extracted. For quantification of iodine, cesium and barium, the 

minimum detection limit of the MEI system is about 1.0 mg/ml for iodine and barium, and 

0.5 mg/ml for cesium. The estimated dose rate to the phantom imaged at a ring current of 200 

mA is 8.7 mGy/s, corresponding to a cumulative dose of 1.3 Gy. A crossover correction 

algorithm has also been developed to suppress crossover artifacts associated with the MEI 

system, dual-beam KES and spectral KES systems. Potential biomedical applications of the 

imaging system will include projection imaging that requires any of the extracted K-edges as 

a contrast agent and multi-contrast K-edge imaging. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 Generally, imaging has revolutionized the practice of health care since the discovery of   

x rays by Wilhelm Conrad Roentgen in 1895. It is extensively used for screening, diagnosis, and 

monitoring of the treatment of disease. X-ray imaging, be it in the medical or biomedical 

sciences, is a transmission-based technique in which x-rays from a source pass through a subject 

and are detected on the opposite of the subject by a detector (e.g. film or ionization chamber) [1]. 

An x-ray image is a representation of the spatial distribution of the x-ray energies (quanta) 

transmitted through a subject on a plane perpendicular to the direction of the incident x-ray beam 

[2]. If x-rays incident on a subject do not penetrate and undergo any form of interaction (e.g., 

absorption, scattering, diffraction, refraction, reflection) within the subject, then the detected x-

rays will not contain information from which the image of the subject can be created [3]. X-ray 

imaging can be performed in either two-dimensional (planar) or three-dimensional (computed 

tomography-CT) mode. Irrespective of the mode, the ability to measure or differentiate the 

absorption characteristics makes material characterization possible [4, 5]. This is because the 

energy spectrum of x-rays after passage through a material contains information about the 

material such as its elemental composition, density, thickness, atomic size, atomic shape and 

atomic arrangements [5]. The continual drive to improve and expand the amount of information 

extracted from various x-ray imaging modalities has led to the use of multiple x-ray photon 

energies in imaging. Multiple energy x-ray imaging (MEI), also referred to as spectral x-ray 

imaging [6, 7], is the use of two (dual-energy) or more x-ray photon energies for imaging. With 

MEI, two or more materials can be segmented based on spectral absorption differences. MEI has 

been widely shown to be of benefit to medical and security applications [8-10]. Clinically, MEI 

has the potential to expand the application of tissue differentiation [4], and the ability to separate 

tissue types improves image contrast and diagnostic accuracy [11]. The interest in MEI is not 

only with the use of conventional x-ray sources but also with synchrotron x-ray sources [12]. 

Conventional x-ray sources as used in this thesis refers to x-ray tubes used in research 

laboratories, clinics and hospitals, and for which the energy range of x-rays produced is within 

the diagnostic energy range of  18 to 150 keV [1, 3].  
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 The Canadian Light Source (CLS) is a third generation synchrotron light (radiation) 

source [13] and has several beamlines, which include the two beamlines of the Biomedical 

Imaging and Therapy (BMIT) facility-bending magnet (BMIT-BM) and insertion device (BMIT-

ID) beamlines [14-16].  BMIT is among the eight existing biomedical imaging beamlines at 

synchrotron radiation (SR) facilities across the world. Others are: Biomedical beamline ID 17 at 

the European SR facility (ESRF), France [17]; Tomographic Microscopy and Coherent radiology 

experiments (TOMCAT) beamline at the Swiss Light Source (SLS) [18]; X-ray imaging and 

biomedical applications beamline (BL13W1) at the Shanghai SR facility (SSRF) [19]; SR for 

medical physics (SYRMEP) beamline at the Elettra SR facility, Italy [20]; Australian 

synchrotron imaging and medical beamline (IMBL) [21]; Beamline BL20B2 at SPring-8 SR 

facility, Japan [22]; and Beamline BL14C at the Photon Factory SR facility, Japan[23]. The 

imaging techniques at the  BMIT-BM beamline are [24]: conventional absorption imaging; 

diffraction enhanced imaging (DEI), multiple image radiography (MIR); phase contrast or in-line 

holography; ultra-small, small, and wide angle scatter imaging in both projection (2D) or CT 

modes. This thesis is on a novel MEI system developed at the BMIT-BM beamline for 

biomedical imaging applications. 

 

1.1 Aim 

The primary optical enclosure-2 (POE-2) of the BMIT facility is the experimental hutch of 

BMIT-BM beamline. In POE-2, one can access either a white beam, that is, polychromatic SR or 

monochromatic x-rays (energy range: 20 - 40 keV) for experiments. We aimed at developing a 

novel bent crystal imaging system that will prepare a focused polychromatic x-ray beam for the 

simultaneous use of more than one x-ray (photon) energy for x-ray imaging of biomedical 

subjects. The imaging system will allow for identification of tissues types and contrast elements 

based on their wide energy range absorption properties. It will help provide a unique capability 

to augment other synchrotron imaging techniques available at the BMIT facility. Considering 

that a filtered white beam of energy range 20-50 keV is to be used, we are also interested in the 

number of materials concentrations that can be extracted from a subject imaged using the 

imaging system. The energy range 20-50 keV matches the lower end of the diagnostic imaging 

energy rage accessible by BMIT-BM, and includes the absorption edges (K-edges) of the 
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following elements: indium (27.940 keV), tin (29.200 keV), antimony (30.491 keV),  tellurium 

(31.814 keV), iodine (33.169 keV), xenon (34.561 keV), cesium (35.985 keV), barium (37.441 

keV), and lanthanum (38.925 keV). Some of these elements (iodine, xenon, barium) are 

commonly used as clinical and biomedical contrast agents.  

 

1.2 Outline 

Following this introductory chapter (Chapter 1) is a chapter in which some of the basic physics 

of x-rays are covered - Chapter 2. A critical component of the novel MEI synchrotron imaging 

system developed is single cylindrically bent Laue crystal. This necessitated the dedication of a 

chapter to bent Laue crystal optics, Chapter 3. An overview of MEI, including known established 

MEI methods that use conventional and synchrotron x-rays, is presented in Chapter 4. The focus 

of Chapter 5 is on the components of the novel MEI system, the measurements and results of 

various studies on the system. Images obtained from imaging systems are susceptible to artifacts, 

and this is the case with the developed novel imaging system. In Chapter 6, the crossover 

artifact, a major artifact peculiar to x-ray focusing imaging systems, is addressed. Finally, the 

conclusion and likely future work related to the MEI system are presented in Chapter 7.   

 

1.3 Academic Contributions 

The research reported in this thesis has been presented at three international conferences and was 

well received, resulted in two publications-a journal article and a conference paper, and two 

manuscripts. The two manuscripts are titled “Crossover artifacts in x-ray focusing imaging 

system: K-edge subtraction imaging” and “Bent Laue crystal optics: technology and application” 

(a review). Also, during the period of this research I have led and actively participated in other 

published research works. These publications are listed as follows along with my contributions. 

The publication listed as (1) was picked as one of the best articles published in the Institute of 

Physics (IOP) Biomedical Journals, and a cover story was written on it. The copyrights to use all 

or part of my published work in this thesis, as well as figures from other published work are 

presented in Appendix A.  
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CHAPTER 2 

BASIC PHYSICS Of X RAYS 

 In physics, the terms wave and radiation are often used interchangeably [2, 25]. In this 

thesis the term radiation will refer to electromagnetic radiation or photons. Radiation is a 

disturbance that propagates in space and time, which usually results in the transfer of energy 

from one point to another; radiation is energy that propagates through space or matter [3]. Waves 

can be classified based on the direction of their propagation with reference to that of the 

disturbance: transverse waves if the waves propagate in a direction perpendicular to the direction 

of disturbance; longitudinal waves if the direction of propagation is the parallel to that of the 

disturbance. Waves can also be classified based on whether or not a material medium is required 

for their propagation: for example, sound wave is a type of mechanical wave that require a 

material medium whereas electromagnetic waves (EM) require no material medium.  An x-ray is 

a transverse electromagnetic wave where the electric and magnetic fields are perpendicular to 

each other and to the direction of propagation [25]. In addition to not requiring a material 

medium for their propagation, all EM waves exhibit some common properties [3]- have no mass, 

are unaffected by either electrical or magnetic fields, have a constant speed in a particular 

medium, and a maximum group velocity or speed of 2.998 x 10
8
 m/s in vacuum. This maximum 

speed is usually denoted by c, and referred to as the velocity of light. For a given type of EM 

wave, the relation between c, frequency (f) and wavelength () of the wave is: 

      𝑐 =  𝑓         (2.1)  

EM waves are sometimes treated as particles; their treatment as waves explains why they may 

undergo reflection, refraction, polarization, and diffraction while their ability to interact with 

matter is best explained when they are treated as particles [26]. When EM waves are treated as 

particles, they are considered as discrete bundles of energy called photons or quanta. The energy, 

E, of a photon is given by [3]: 

       𝐸 = ℎ𝑓         (2.2) 

where h, is called the Planck’s constant, 6.62 x 10
-34

 J-s (4.13 x 10
-18

 keV-s). From eqn. (2.1), 

eqn. (2.2) can also be written as: 
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      𝐸 =
ℎ𝑐


           (2.3) 

When E is expressed in keV and  in nanometers (nm), eqn. (2.3) becomes: 

     𝐸 (𝑘𝑒𝑉) =
1.24

(𝑛𝑚)
         (2.4) 

 A representation of all EM waves in terms of their wavelengths and frequencies is 

referred to as the EM spectrum (figure 2.1). The differences in properties of the different types of 

EM waves are attributed to their differences in wavelength (or frequency), for an example, the 

wavelength of an EM wave determines how it interacts with matter [26]. As shown in figure 2.1, 

x-rays have very short wavelengths, ranging from 10 - 0.01 nm (100 - 0.1 Angstrom, Å); x-rays 

with wavelengths 10 nm - 0.1 nm (100 - 1 Å) and 0.1 nm - 0.01 nm (1 to 0.1 Å) are called soft 

and diagnostic (hard) x-rays, respectively [26].   

 

 

Figure 2.1: The electromagnetic spectrum showing the frequency, wavelength and energy of 

light most commonly used. Source: Synchrotron Imaging Methods (BIOE 850) lecture notes by 

Dean Chapman, used with permission. 
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2.1 Production of X rays 

There are two main processes through which x-rays are produced: the acceleration of charged 

particles (usually electrons) and the transition of electrons from one atomic or ionic energy level 

to a lower one [2]. Electrons are not the only known charged particle, other examples are 

protons, deuterons, and alpha particles (helium atom nuclei). But in the production of x-rays via 

acceleration of charged particles, electrons are preferred because electrons are less massive. For 

example, the mass of a proton is 1836 times larger than that of an electron and under the same 

condition, protons will produce fewer of x-rays than electrons [3, 27, 28]. Another advantage of 

using electrons is that electrons can be easily and efficiently produced because electrons are 

found in every solid [27].  The production of conventional x-rays (x-rays produced from a 

conventional x-ray tube) involves the above two mentioned processes while in the production of 

synchrotron x-rays, only the acceleration of electrons is involved.  

 In a conventional x-ray tube, the main components are: filament, metal target, and an air 

evacuated glass or metal envelope. The filament is part of the cathode (negatively charged) and 

serves as the source of electrons while the metal target is part of the anode (positively charged). 

Though there have been several designs of x-ray tubes since its invention, the fundamental 

principles of operation have remained the same [29]. On passing electric current through the 

filament, it becomes heated and results in the production of electrons. This process of producing 

electrons is called thermionic emission. An applied potential difference (voltage), normally 

stated in kilovoltage peak (kVp), between the cathode and anode causes the electrons produced 

to be accelerated to the metal target. The kinetic energy acquired by the accelerated electrons is 

proportional to the applied potential difference [3]. As the electrons hit the metal target, their 

kinetic energies are converted to heat and x-rays. The spectrum of x-rays produced has two parts 

[25]. The first, dominant, and continuous part is called bremsstrahlung x-rays, produced due to 

sudden deceleration and stopping of the high-speed electrons by the metal target. The electrons 

deceleration is attributed to the inelastic interactions between the electrons and atomic nuclei of 

the metal target. These interactions result in a deflection of the electrons paths by the positively 

charged nuclei with a loss in kinetic energies of the electrons, which are converted to x-rays. It 

should be noted that the kinetic energies of the electrons are not actually lost but converted to x-

rays. Thus, the energy of a bremsstrahlung x-ray photon can be any value up to and including the 

entire kinetic energy of the deflected electron [3]. A bremsstrahlung x-ray is said to have a 
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maximum energy (Emax) if the entire kinetic energy of an electron is converted, and the value of 

Emax in keV corresponds to the value of the accelerating voltage-the maximum value of the 

applied voltage [1]. The second part of the x-rays spectrum is called characteristic x-rays, which 

are discrete energy peaks superimposed on the bremsstrahlung x-ray spectrum. Characteristic x-

rays, attributed mostly to electron-electron interactions, are produced when electrons descend 

from a higher to a lower atomic shell. Bremsstrahlung-electron interaction through the process of 

photoelectric effect also contributes to the production of characteristic x-rays [3]. An atom is 

made of a central nucleus containing proton(s) and surrounded by various orbits or shells in 

which electrons reside. The shells of an atom are designated as K, L, M, N, etc., with K shell 

being the innermost, highest and closest shell to the nucleus. Also, the electrons in the K shell 

have the highest binding energy [1]. An electron can only descend from, say, an L to a K shell, if 

there is a vacancy in the K shell.  For a vacancy to be created in the K shell (i.e. removal of an 

electron from the K shell), the kinetic energies of the accelerated electrons must be higher than 

the binding energy of a K-shell electron of the metal target atom. Characteristic x-rays are named 

based on the shell in which the vacancy occurred, and the most common in the diagnostic energy 

range is the K-characteristic x-rays, which result from the filling of K-shell vacancies by 

electrons from the L, M and N shells [3, 29]. The K-characteristic x-rays are further designated 

as K or K if the electrons transitions are from L or M to the K shell, respectively. An emitted 

characteristic x-ray has energy equal to the difference between the electron binding energies of 

the two shells involved. Tungsten and molybdenum are examples of metal targets used in x-ray 

tubes. To produce K-characteristic x-rays in x-ray tubes with these targets, the applied voltages 

must be greater than 69.5 kVp for tungsten targets or 20 kVp for molybdenum targets [3].  

 Unlike conventional x-rays that are produced in x-ray tubes, synchrotron x-rays constitute 

a part of the SR spectrum produced in synchrotrons. A synchrotron is a particular type of 

accelerator that accelerates charged particles in circular orbit to very high relativistic energy [30]. 

SR refers to EM radiation emitted when electrons moving with relativistic speed (speed close to 

that of light, c) following a curved trajectory in vacuum under the influence of a magnetic field 

undergo radial acceleration [27, 30].The SR spectrum is very broad. It starts from far-infrared up 

to hard x-rays [28].  Apart from synchrotrons, SR is also produced in storage rings [25, 28]. In a 

storage ring, electrons circulate almost at the speed of light, c. At the CLS, the electrons speed is 

only about 5 m/s slower than c. The paths of the electrons are bent using dipole bend magnets, 
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and wherever the path of the electrons bends their velocity vector changes causing a radial 

acceleration that produces SR. A storage ring is not completely circular; it has some straight 

sections where insertion devices (e.g. wigglers and undulators) that also produce SR are placed. 

Insertion devices are periodic magnetic structures with alternating magnetic fields that force the 

electrons to follow oscillating paths instead of moving in a straight line [25]. It is the kinetic 

energy of the electrons that is converted to SR and thus, with time the electrons energy 

decreases. The energy lost by the electrons in the form of SR is given back to the electron’s 

using radio-frequency cavities placed in the storage ring [13]. A schematic diagram of a storage 

ring is shown in figure 2.2. From the storage ring, the SR produced is then channelled using 

appropriate optical elements to different beamlines (experimental stations) for various 

experimental needs. A beamline is called a bending magnet (BM) or insertion device (ID) 

beamline if the SR channelled to the beamline is from a BM or ID, respectively. Bending 

magnets became the first and are also the commonest sources of SR for experiments because all 

synchrotrons and storage rings use bending magnets to keep the electrons on a circular path [27]. 

 

 
Figure 2.2: A schematic diagram of a storage ring. Source: Synchrotron Imaging Methods 

(BIOE 850) lecture notes by Dean Chapman, used with permission. 
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 SR has some unique properties. These properties include high photon flux, wide-energy 

tunability (broad and continuous spectrum), natural collimation, high polarization, small source 

size, and pulsed time structure [13, 28]. Of these properties, natural collimation and broad 

spectral range are considered the most important [27]. The production of conventional and 

synchrotron x-rays involves the acceleration of electrons. Despite this, there are some differences 

in the production process that are worth emphasizing. See table 2.1.  

 

Table 2.1. Differences in the production process of conventional and synchrotron x-rays. 

 Conventional x-ray tube Synchrotron x-rays 

Speed, v, of the 

accelerated electrons 

v is non relativistic. That is, v is 

small compared to c (v ≪ c); 30 to 

65% of c[2].   

v is relativistic. That is, v is 

almost the same as that of 

light (v ≅ c). At the CLS, v is 

99.999984% of c. 

Energy of accelerated 

electrons 

In the order of 10 to 100keV. In the order of MeV to GeV. 

Acceleration of electrons Linear acceleration. Circular or radial acceleration. 

Metal target Accelerated electrons are made to 

hit a metal target. 

Accelerated electrons do not 

hit a target. In fact, efforts are 

made to ensure that the 

electrons do not hit the walls 

of the pipe the electrons 

circulate in. If the electrons hit 

the walls, there will be severe 

hazardous effects. 

 

 

2.2 Attenuation of X rays by Matter 

When an x-ray beam (x-rays) is incident on a material, there will likely be some sort of 

interactions between the beam and the material; attenuation is one of such interactions [2]. It was 

earlier stated that, in considering the interactions of x-rays with materials, x-rays are typically 

treated as photons not as waves. There are three possible results that contribute to the loss of x-

rays when an x-ray beam is incident on a material [29]. The photons, during one or more 
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interactions, may be (1) absorbed (transfer of photons’ energy to atoms of the material), (2) 

scattered or (3) pass through the material without any interaction. Attenuation can be defined as 

the removal of photons from an x-ray beam as it traverses a material due to the absorption and 

scattering of the photons by the material’s atoms [3, 29, 31]. The number of photons attenuated 

in a material is dependent on the number of photons traversing the material [29]. Assuming that: 

the number of photons in an x-ray beam incident on a slab of material of thickness t, is N0; all the 

photons in the incident beam possess the same energy (i.e., the beam is monoenergetic or 

monochromatic); the photons are attenuated under conditions of good geometry (i.e., the beam is 

narrow and there are no scattered photons in the transmitted beam); then the number N of 

photons in the transmitted beam is given by [3, 29] 

                                                            𝑁 =  𝑁0𝑒−𝜇𝑡,                                                        (2.5) 

where  is the linear attenuation coefficient of the material. The number Nat of attenuated 

photons from the beam is 

𝑁𝑎𝑡 =  𝑁0 − 𝑁 = 𝑁0 − 𝑁0𝑒−𝜇𝑡 = 𝑁0(1 − 𝑒−𝜇𝑡) 

Since the exponent e has no units, if t is expressed in units of length, say, centimeters (cm) then 

 will have the units of 1/length (cm
-1

), and is called the linear attenuation coefficient-the 

fraction of photons removed per unit thickness of material. Linear attenuation coefficient is the 

most important parameter used for characterization of x-ray penetration into absorbing materials, 

and it depends on the energy (hf) of the photon and atomic number (Z) of the material [30]. The 

probability that a photon will not undergo any interaction is 𝑒−𝜇𝑡. From eqn. (2.5), when 𝜇𝑡 = 1 

or t = 1/𝜇, N = N0/e. It follows then that 1/𝜇 is the thickness of the material that N will be 1/e, or 

37% of N0.  

 The linear attenuation coefficient depends on the composition and density of the material. 

A more fundamental description of attenuation is the cross section for attenuation, . For a single 

element material the relationship between cross section and linear attenuation is: 

𝜇 = 𝜎𝑎𝜌𝑎 

where 𝜌𝑎 is the number of atoms per volume and the units of the cross section is area per atom. 

As stated before the unit of 𝜇 is inverse length. The atomic density (number of atoms per 

volume, 𝜌𝑎) is difficult to find, a more common property used is the mass density, 𝜌.  If the cross 

section is divided by the atomic weight of the material then the atomic density can be replaced 

by the mass density, and 𝜇 becomes:  

(2.6) 

(2.7a) 
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𝜇 = 𝜎𝑎𝜌𝑎 = (
𝜎𝑎

𝐴𝑢
) 𝜌 

where A is the atomic weight, u is the nucleon mass and 𝜌 = 𝐴𝑢𝜌𝑎 for a single element. Now the 

quantity 
𝜎𝑎

𝐴𝑢
 is the cross section for attenuation per atomic mass. This is commonly referred to as 

mass attenuation coefficient and represented by 
𝜇

𝜌 
. Though it has the appearance of a ratio, it is a 

property of the atom.  That is: 

𝜇 = (
𝜇

𝜌
) 𝜌 

For a multielement material, 
𝜇

𝜌
 can be found using: 

𝜇

𝜌
(𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑) =  ∑

𝜇

𝜌𝑖

𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑓𝑖    

where is the mass fraction of the i
th

 element. For example, the 
𝜇

𝜌
 for water would be 

18

16

18

2

2 OHOH







































  since the atomic weights of hydrogen (H) and oxygen (O) are 

approximately 1 and 16, respectively and the molecular weight of water is 18. 

 Without the interaction of an x-ray beam with a material, there will be no attenuation of 

the beam, and the beam transmitted will not contain information about the material in the case of 

x-ray imaging. Thus, it is important that a brief description of the possible interactions of 

photons with a material be given. These interactions are as follows [1-3, 13, 25, 29, 30]. 

(a) Photoelectric absorption (photoelectric effect): It is an interaction in which an x-ray 

photon is completely absorbed by the atom of the material thereby transferring all of 

its energy to an electron in the atom. The excess energy now possessed by the 

electron enables the electron to be ejected (photoelectron) from the atom.                  

A photoelectron has a kinetic energy that is equal to the difference between the 

energy of the x-ray photon and the binding energy of the electron. If the energy of the 

x-ray photon is less than the binding energy of a K-shell electron then only an L- or 

M-shell electron can be ejected. Photoelectric absorption occurs mostly with tightly 

bound shell (orbital) electrons - electrons with binding energy EB that is either larger 

than or of the order of the photon energy (hf). Photoelectric absorption cannot occur 

if EB > hf, its occurrence is only possible if hf > EB. When hf  EB (K-shell electrons), 

over 80% of all photoelectric interactions occur with K-shell electrons. The 

probability of photoelectric absorption occurring increases with increase in atomic 

(2.7b) 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 
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number Z of the material but decreases as the energy E of the x-ray photon increases 

(i.e., it approximately depends on Z
3
/E

3
). The decrease in the probability of 

photoelectric absorption with increase in E has an exception for every element. This 

exception occurs at what is called the absorption edge or K-edge of an element, 

defined as an abrupt increase in x-ray absorption that occurs when the x-ray energy is 

equal to or slightly greater than the binding energy of the K-shell electrons [32].  The 

effect of photoelectric absorption on the mass attenuation coefficient as a function of 

energy shows a sharp discontinuity at the K-edge of every element, figure 2.3 shows 

the plots for the four elements of interest in this research as well as bone and water. 

From figure 3, it can be seen that the probability of photoelectric absorption for 

photons of energy just above a K-edge is much greater than that of photons of energy 

slightly below the K-edge. In x-ray transmission imaging, photoelectric absorption is 

considered advantageous because there are no additional non-primary photons 

(scattered photons) to degrade the image. 

 

Figure 2.3:  Total mass attenuation coefficients as a function of energy for iodine, xenon, 

cesium, barium, bone, and water. The source of the data used for the plot is Ref. [121]. 

 

(b) Elastic (Coherent) scattering: Involves the interaction of an incident x-ray photon 

with the electron cloud of an atom of a material as a whole but not with individual 

electrons. The atom becomes excited and subsequently releases the photon energy it 
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acquired by emitting an x-ray photon with the same energy but in a slightly different 

direction. Thus, there is no energy loss by the incident x-ray photon and ejection of 

electron. It also implies that there is no transfer of energy by the incident photon to 

the material. In the diagnostic energy range, elastic scattering has a low probability of 

occurring, and occurs mostly at very low x-ray photon energy such as that used in 

mammography (15 to 30 keV). As a photon loss mechanism in un-structured 

materials, such as crystals, the role of elastic scattering of x-rays is small compared to 

photoelectric absorption or Compton scattering. However, elastic scattering is the 

mechanism that gives rise to diffraction from ordered materials, again such as 

crystals. The interference phenomenon that occurs in ordered materials reinforces the 

scattering in to specific directions or Bragg peaks. This aspect of scattering is the 

basis of the operation of the monochromator which is discussed at length in later 

chapters of this thesis.  

(c) Compton (Incoherent) Scattering: Also known as inelastic scattering is an 

interaction between an x-ray photon and electron in the atom of a material the photon 

is incident on.  The interaction results in the transfer of part of the photon’s energy to 

the electron, ejection of the electron (Compton electron), and a change on the part of 

the x-ray photon (Compton scattered photon). Note, the Compton scattered photon 

energy is less than that of the incident photon. Also, the sum of the Compton 

scattered photon energy and kinetic energy of the Compton electron is equal to the 

incident photon energy. Compared to Elastic scattering, Compton scattering is similar 

to photoelectric absorption in the following aspects: (1) the interaction is between an 

x-ray photon and electron though in Compton scattering the electron is a loosely 

bound electron (or free electron) while in photoelectric absorption the electron is 

tightly bound; and (2) the electron the x-ray photons interact with is ejected. A 

loosely bound or free electron is an electron with a binding energy that is very small 

in comparison with the x-ay photon energy. The probability that an incident x-ray 

photon will be Compton scattered is nearly independent of the material’s atomic 

number Z and weakly dependent on the incident photon energy.    

 There are other x-ray interactions such as pair production and photonuclear effects but 

these are not important in the diagnostic energy range. The energy range of photons used in this 
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research is 20 to 50 keV, which falls within the diagnostic energy range. The above described 

possible interactions of photon with materials contribute to x-ray photon attenuation by 

materials, for photons with energies within the diagnostic energy range [1, 2, 33]. Thus, the mass 

(𝜇/𝜌) attenuation coefficients will be  

𝜇/𝜌 = (𝜇/𝜌)𝑃ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐 + (𝜇/𝜌)𝐸𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐 + (𝜇/𝜌)𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑜𝑛 

 

2.3 Diffraction of X rays by Perfect Crystals 

At synchrotron facilities, different types of optical devices such as monochromators, mirrors, and 

refractive lenses have been developed for reflecting, monochromatizing, and focusing of SR. But 

in the x-ray region of SR, effective reflection, monochromatization and focusing can only be 

achieved by diffraction with crystals or artificial multilayer structures [34, 35]. The optical 

device used in this research is a crystal, hence the reason for considering diffraction of x-rays by 

crystals. A crystal is any two- or three- dimensional solid made up of atoms, ions or molecules 

that are arranged in a periodic pattern. Solids without this periodic arrangement are called non-

crystalline (amorphous) solids [27, 31, 36]. The term “perfect” crystal is used if the periodicity is 

maintained in both the x and y or x, y and z directions for a two- or three- dimensional crystal, 

respectively [27]. Otherwise, the crystal is said to be imperfect or mosaic [37]. Perfect crystals 

are used in x-ray imaging primarily as a result of advances in preparing materials for the 

semiconductor industry. They [33]: (1) act as very narrow windows and preserve the coherence 

of x-ray beam; (2) can be used for separation of the scattering components of x-ray beam; and 

(3) for analysis of the propagation direction and phase distribution of the transmitted x-ray beam. 

Perfect crystals became available in the late 1950s. The maturity of perfect-crystal x-ray optics 

and crystal-growth technology is said to have been influenced by the birth of x-ray SR sources 

[37]. 

 The diffraction of x-rays by crystals was discovered as far back as 1912, and it was this 

discovery that enabled the atomic structures of crystalline materials to be determined [28, 37, 

38]. The rationale behind the use of x-rays in analyzing the structures of crystals is that the 

wavelengths of x-rays are on the same order of magnitude as the atomic spacings (lattice 

constants) of crystals [28, 31]. Thus, crystals are used as fine gratings for diffraction of x-rays. In 

describing diffraction of x-rays by a crystal, two terms associated with the crystal are commonly 

used, the crystal planes involved and their spacing. Crystal planes are denoted by (hkl) and their 

(2.10) 
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corresponding spacing by dkhl, where hkl are integers called Miller indices. All equivalent (i.e., 

same orientation) and parallel planes are represented by the same set of Miller indices. A 

diffracted x-ray beam is due to scattering by the atoms from a number of equivalent parallel 

planes [31]. For a crystal to diffract x-rays, the Bragg’s condition- a condition for constructive 

interference of the x-ray scattered by the crystal’s atoms, must be satisfied [31]: 

𝑛 = 2𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃 

 = 2
𝑑

𝑛
𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃 

 = 2𝑑ℎ𝑘𝑙𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃 

where  is the wavelength of the x-ray,  is the angle of incidence of the x-ray to the lattice 

planes with spacing, d, of the crystal, 𝑑ℎ𝑘𝑙 is the distance between the crystal planes (hkl) or 

reflection planes from which the diffraction (reflection) occur, and n is an integer referred to as 

the order of diffraction (reflection). Equation (2.11) is also known as the Bragg’s Law. Equation 

(2.11a) shows for a single d spacing the effect of diffraction orders, n, from that spacing. 

Equation (2.11b) is the same as eqn. (2.11a), but shows that higher orders (n>1) can be thought 

of as diffraction from fractions of the original d-spacing. Equation (2.11c) is a generalization of 

Bragg’s Law that accounts for the three-dimensional periodicity of a crystal and also includes the 

“diffraction order” dependence. For example Silicon 𝑑440 =  
1

2
𝑑220. When a white beam (“white 

radiation”), i.e., x-rays that have a range of different wavelengths, is incident on a crystal, many 

different diffractions (reflections) are observed. 

 There are two theories that have been formulated to describe the diffraction of x-rays by 

crystals, the kinematical and dynamical theories [25]. The kinematic theory (simplified theory 

and applicable to imperfect crystals) assumes that the incident x-ray wave suffers no change 

when it enters the crystal medium whereas in the dynamical theory (general theory and 

applicable to perfect crystals), normal absorption as well as the interaction between incident and 

scattered radiation in the crystal medium are taken into account [39].  

 

 

 

 

 

(2.11a) 

(2.11b) 

(2.11c) 
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CHAPTER 3 

BENT LAUE CRYSTAL OPTICS 

Crystals are widely used as x-ray optical elements mostly as monochromators. The three 

commercially available materials for crystal x-ray monochromators are primarily diamond, 

silicon (Si) and germanium [37]. At high x-ray energies used for biomedical and medical 

imaging, Si is commonly used because of its favourable properties: good thermal and mechanical 

properties [37, 40, 41], and its availability as a perfect or dislocation free crystal of large size. 

This is due to, in large part, the drive for the semiconductor industry to develop better materials 

for electronic chips and sensors. The term Laue crystal (Laue case crystal or Laue diffraction 

geometry) is used when the diffracted x-ray beam exits the crystal from a surface opposite to that 

which the x-ray beam is incident upon. If the diffracted beam exits the crystal from the same 

surface that beam is incident upon, the term Bragg crystal (Bragg case crystal or Bragg 

diffraction geometry) is used [37].  A Laue or Bragg crystal can be bent or flat.  Compared to flat 

crystals, elastically bent perfect crystals have high reflectivities, behave uniformly over large 

surface areas, and their energy bandpass can be adjusted [42]. The use of bent crystal optics has 

been attributed to the many breakthroughs in research with high energy synchrotron radiation 

[43]. For the diffraction of x-rays with a single bent Laue crystal, the two possible geometries 

that can be used are the non-dispersive (Cauchois) and dispersive (polychromatic) geometries 

[44]. As shown in figure 3.1 for a cylindrically bent crystal, in the focusing geometry, the convex 

side of the bent crystal faces the x-ray source whereas in the non-focusing geometry, the concave 

side faces the source. A two or more bent Laue crystal system involves a combination of these 

two geometries. Depending on the type of application, bent Laue crystals have certain 

advantages over bent Bragg crystals. Some of these advantages are [43, 45-47]: high diffraction 

efficiency; enhanced reflectivity width; effects of geometrical aberrations are smaller; thickness 

and asymmetric cut of crystal can be optimized for flux and energy resolution; and when a thin 

crystal is used, the absorption due to transmission in the crystals is minimized because the 

incidence angle of the x-rays is almost normal.   
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Figure 3.1: A cylindrically bent Laue crystal in (a) Cauchois, and (b) polychromatic geometries. 

S is the radiation source; f1 and f2 are the distances from the crystal to source and focus, 

respectively. Source: Ref. [165]. 

 

 Different methods of bending crystals have been developed. These methods can be 

grouped into mechanical and non-mechanical. The mechanical methods involve the use of 

external devices: some examples are four-bar bender, four-point bender, frame bender, and leaf-

spring bender. A four-bar bender has four parallel bars (two inner bars and two outer bars) that 

are used for bending crystals. The crystal to be bent is usually in the form of a wafer, and can be 

circular or rectangular in shape. A picture of a four-bar bender with a circular Si crystal wafer is 

shown in figure 3.2. The ends of the four bars are held by a compression spring that can be 

controlled manually with a micrometer screw or a piezo-driven micrometer head. Bending of a 

crystal is achieved by displacing the two inner bars while the two outer bars are kept fixed [48, 

49].   

 

Figure 3.2: A four-bar bender with a circular Si wafer in it. Source: Ref. [177]. 
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With a four-bar bender, the radius of the bent crystal can be varied. A main advantage of a four-

bar bender is that a symmetric bend can be created [49]. Unlike a four-bar bender, bending in a 

four-point bender (figure 3.3) is achieved when the outer flanges of a crystal are pressed against 

the crystal face by means of two separate screws [50]. A frame bender (figure 3.4) is simply a 

metal frame that has been machined to the required bending radius with an opening to allow the 

passage of x-rays. A crystal wafer attached to the frame acquires the bending radius of the frame 

bender. The metal frame commonly used is aluminum because of its good thermal conductivity, 

light weight, ease of machinability and low cost. The disadvantage of a frame bender is that the 

bending radius is fixed. Thus, if three bending radii, for example, are needed, three separate 

frames will be required, which increases cost. But once a crystal is mounted and performs well, 

there should never be a need to touch it again, this improves repeatability. In a leaf-spring bender 

(figure 3.5), the force required to bend the crystal is applied to the leaf-spring. There are 

variations in the design of a leaf-spring bender [41, 49].  The bend produced by a leaf-spring is 

said to be asymmetric since force is applied to only one side of a crystal [49]. The leaf-spring can 

be made of steel [51]. 

 

Figure 3.3: Schematic top view of a four-point bender. Bending forces (BF) are applied at the 

points shown. Source: Ref. [50], reproduced with permission of the International Union of 

Crystallography. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.4: A frame bender (bent radius 1.0 m) showing a Si crystal wafer bonded to it (a) 

upstream view with respect to the x-ray source and (b) downstream view showing the opening 

through which the x-ray passes.  

http://journals.iucr.org/
http://journals.iucr.org/
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Figure 3.5: Different designs of a leaf-spring bender: (a) Crystal clamped at both sides. Though 

both sides of the crystal are mounted on the leaf spring, to bend the crystal, force, FA, is applied 

to only one leaf spring while the other remained fixed; (b) Crystal clamped at one side-the base 

while leaf springs are attached to its upper part. The pushing of the free ends of the springs 

introduces a bending moment that causes the thin central part of the crystal to curve to 

cylindrical shape. Sources: (a) Ref [49], reproduced with permission of IOP Science, (b) Ref. 

[41], reproduced with permission of the International Union of Crystallography. 

  

 Superficial indentations, use of mixed crystals with a composition gradient, application of 

a thermal gradient, and carbon fiber deposition are some of the methods of bending a crystal 

non-mechanically. The method of superficial indentations is claimed to have been discovered in 

70-GeV channeling experiments, [52] and has been proven to be a good method of bending 

crystal without the need for an external device [52-54]. Bending of crystal by superficial 

indentations (figure 3.6) involves the use of a semiconductor dicer to groove the surface of a 

crystal, resulting in an irreversible compression of the material between the grooves (i.e., beneath 

and beside the indentations); the grooves act like a tensile film causing the whole crystal to bend 

[53, 54].  

 

Figure 3.6: Side view of a Si wafer with a series of indentations as taken by a scanning 

microscope. The black arrow indicates the pitch of the grooves; depth of grooves is 500 m and 

bending radii from the y and x- profile measurements are 77.50 m and 330 m, respectively. 

Source: Ref. [54]. 

http://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1742-6596/493/1/012006/meta
http://journals.iucr.org/
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The bending of crystals via mixed crystals with a composition gradient involves a two-

component crystal, usually Si-Ge, grown such that the relative concentration of the two 

components changes as the crystal is grown [55]. The curvature induced is caused by a change in 

the spacing between the crystal planes as the percentage of Ge changes with position in the 

crystal [55, 56]. Among the known techniques for growing Si-xGex single crystals, the 

Czochralski (CZ) technique is considered the most convenient for growing single crystals of 

large diameters [57].  Bending of a crystal by the application of a thermal gradient, as implied by 

the name, involves applying different amount of heat to the surfaces of a crystal. For an example, 

the application of thermal gradients (figure 3.7) perpendicular to the crystalline planes of a 1-cm 

cube Si crystal used in a diffraction process, and varied between 0.0 and 114C/cm, resulted in 

radii of curvature from infinity  down to 40 m [56]. The curvature of the planes is reversed 

depending on the hotness of the top of the cube relative to the bottom. The radius R of curvature 

of the crystal planes induced, and the amount () of curvature of the crystal planes seen by the 

x-ray beam are given by eqns. 3.1 and 3.2, respectively [56]. 

𝑅 (𝑐𝑚) =  
1

𝛼∆𝑇
 ,                           

where  is the coefficient of thermal expansion, and T is the thermal gradient in units of C/cm.   

                                                               ∆𝜃 (𝑎𝑟𝑐 𝑠𝑒𝑐) =  (
𝐿

𝑅
) (2.06 × 105),                           (3.2) 

where L is the length of the crystal in the direction of the incident x-ray and the numerical 

constant 2.06 x 10
5
 is the number of arc sec in a radian. 

 

 
Figure 3.7: Thermal gradient crystals, showing curved crystal planes and diffracted x-rays for 

the (a) “hot top” case and (b) “cold top” case, exaggerated to emphasize the effect. Source: Ref. 

[56]. 

 

(3.1) 
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Carbon fiber deposition is an innovative method proposed by Riccardo et al. for the production 

of thick self-standing bent crystals[58]. By using this method, which involves depositing a thick 

film of commercially available carbon fibers on a crystal, they were able to produce self-standing 

5 mm thick bent Si crystals with a radius of 30 m. According to them, this method is expected to 

work for other types of crystals like germanium, gallium arsenide, and copper.  

 With respect to crystals that are bent, mostly mechanically, the issue of “beam smiling” 

has been raised-an effect considered to be an intrinsic characteristic of a bent Laue crystal due to 

anticlastic bending [44]. “Beam smiling”, which occurs when a wide fan-shaped beam is 

diffracted by a bent crystal, means that the profile of the diffracted beam does not appear as a 

straight line, but as a line with its both ends curved up or down [44]. Some of the solutions to 

beam-smiling problem are: (1) the crystal width should be much larger than the beam width; (2) 

the crystal height should be comparable to the crystal width; (3) the bending mechanism should 

allow differential bending and twist removal in order to compensate for the non-uniform surface 

slope of the crystal; and use of ribbed crystals [44]. Another reported effect that results when a 

crystal is bent by applying external forces is the ‘quasi-mosaic’ effect-the generation of a 

secondary curvature (quasi-mosaic curvature) within the crystal, and is attributed to the 

anisotropic nature of crystals [59-62]. Crystals that exhibit the ‘quasi-mosaic’ effect are called 

quasi-mosaic (QM) crystals, that is, bent crystals that have two curvatures of two orthogonal 

crystallographic planes [62].   

 Crystals, mostly in the form of wafers, have been bent into various shapes-cylinder, 

sphere, cone, ellipsoid, and log spiral, the most common being cylinder. An interesting fact about 

a logarithmic spiral shaped bent Laue crystal is that the crystal presents the same angle of 

incidence to the beam emanating from a point source, and as a result the Bragg condition is 

satisfied over a large angle [63]. The logarithmic spiral shape is given in polar coordinates by 

eqn. 3.3 [64, 65], and its diagram shown in figure 3.8. 

𝑟 =  𝜌0𝑐𝑜𝑠 ( −  𝜃𝐵)𝑒𝑥𝑝[𝑡𝑎𝑛 ( −  𝜃𝐵)𝜃], 

where 0 is average bending defined as bending radius at the center of the crystal ( = 0), B is 

the Bragg angle, and  is the crystal asymmetry angle. 

 

(3.3) 
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Figure 3.8: Logarithmic spiral bent Laue crystal. The source point is marked S and is the origin 

of the radius, r, in equation 3.3. The lattice plane is marked in blue and the asymmetry angle  of 

the lattice planes are measured from the crystal surface normal. The rays from the source make 

the same angle, 𝜃𝐵, to the lattice planes in the crystal. The diffracted and transmitted beams are 

shown in green and red, respectively.  

 

Generally, two main types of bending can be distinguished-meridional and sagittal bending. A 

crystal is said to be bent meridionally if the bending plane is the same as the diffraction plane 

while for a sagittally bent crystal, the bending plane is perpendicular to the plane of diffraction 

[66]. A sagittally bent Laue crystal is accompanied by anticlastic bending in the meridional plane 

[67]. Although anticlastic bending in a bent crystal is disadvantageous, Zhong et al. [66, 68] took 

advantage of it in a sagittal bent Laue crystal (used in the focusing mode) to realize the inverse-

Cauchois geometry in the meridional plane. This resulted in a better energy resolution and a 

higher photon flux compared to that achievable from a sagittal focusing Bragg crystal. 

 

3.1 Bent Crystal Theories 

A bent (curved) crystal is considered distorted and the propagation of x-rays in it is treated 

differently, depending on the level of its distortion. In this section, some of the theories and 

models on bent crystal are presented, with emphasis on bent Laue crystals. 
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3.1.1 Propagation of x rays in bent crystals  

Several studies have been undertaken on the propagation (diffraction) of x-rays in bent crystals. 

Some of the theories that have been developed to describe the propagation of x-rays in bent 

crystals are: (1) Penning and Polder geometric optics theory; (2) Kato geometric optics theory; 

and (3) the wave-optical theory of Takagi [35, 69]. The propagation of x-rays in distorted 

crystals has been shown to be dependent on the level of distortion of reflecting planes in crystals, 

and is characterized by the parameter, , the strain gradient [69, 70]. The  parameter, introduced 

by Penning and Polder and Kato in their geometrical optics theories, is defined as [69] 

𝛽 =  [
𝐿

𝑐𝑜𝑠2(𝜃𝐵)
] [

𝜕2(𝒉.𝒖)

𝜕𝑠0𝜕𝑠ℎ
],      

where u is the displacement vector of the atom from its ideal position, h the reciprocal-lattice 

vector, s0 and sh the coordinates along the directions of the incident and the reflected beam, 

respectively, B the Bragg angle and L the inverse of the diameter of the dispersion surface. For 

the symmetrical Laue case, L is equal to the extinction length: 

𝐿 =  
𝜋𝑉𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃𝐵)

𝑟𝑒 |𝐶|√(𝐹ℎ𝐹ℎ̅)
  

V is the volume of the crystal unit cell, 𝐹ℎ and 𝐹ℎ̅ are the structure factors for reflections h and –

h (or ℎ̅), C represents the polarization factor,  the wavelength of the x-rays, and re the classical 

electron radius. 

 It has been shown that the geometric optics theory only holds for weakly bent crystals 

[70] where  

𝛽 ≪  
1

𝐿
 𝑜𝑟 𝛽𝐿  ≪ 1 .  

In weakly bent crystals, the variation of the angle of incidence on the reflecting planes due to the 

distortion over a distance equal to the extinction length L is said to be much smaller than the 

width of the reflection profile (Darwin width). But the opposite is the case for strongly bent 

crystals, and thus, L >> 1. This led to the introduction of the concept of creation of new 

wavefields in the crystals; a concept accounted for in the wave-optical theory but not in the 

geometric optics theory [35, 70]. Numerical simulations based on the wave-optical theory show 

that when > /2L, a new wave field is created in the region of the crystal where the 

Poynting vector is parallel to the reflecting planes; the creation of new wavefields reduces the 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 
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reflected intensity [69]. Also, when the changes in the orientation of the Bragg planes over the 

extinction length equals or is more than the Darwin width of the reflection, the crystal starts 

behaving like an imperfect crystal obeying the kinematical diffraction theory [71, 72].  

 

3.1.2 Intensity and reflectivity of x rays by bent crystals 

The ratio of the diffracted beam intensity to the incident beam intensity by a crystal is termed its 

reflectivity [73]. The dynamical and kinematical theories of x-ray diffraction are the theories 

generally used to account for intensities observed in x-ray diffraction studies. The dynamical 

theory considers the interaction of the x-rays in the crystal while the kinematical theory does not 

[74]. For weakly and strongly bent symmetric Laue crystal onto which a quasi-plane wave is 

incident, Malgrange [70] showed that the reflected and transmitted intensities, IR and IT, 

respectively, are 

𝑓𝑜𝑟  𝛽𝐿 ≪ 1:        

𝐼𝑅 =  𝐼0[exp(−𝜇𝑡)] [1 − exp [− (
𝜋2

𝛽𝐿
)]] ,    𝐼𝑇 =  𝐼0 [exp(−𝜇𝑡)]exp [− (

𝜋2

𝛽𝐿
)],   

𝑓𝑜𝑟  𝛽𝐿  ≫ 1: 

𝐼𝑅 =  𝐼0 [exp(−𝜇𝑡)] (
𝜋2

𝛽𝐿
) ,   𝐼𝑇 =  𝐼0 [exp(−𝜇𝑡)] (1 −

𝜋2

𝛽𝐿
). 

I0 is the incident intensity,  the absorption coefficient and t the thickness of the crystal. For each 

of the above two cases, the integrated reflected (diffracted) intensity IR
int

 is given by 

𝐼𝑅
𝑖𝑛𝑡 =  𝐼𝑅𝜔, 

where , the width of the rocking curve, is related to t, , and  (Darwin width) by 

𝜔 =  
𝛽𝑡𝛿

2
. 

 The x-ray reflectivity of bent crystals can be calculated using approximate models; two 

such models are the multi-lamella (lamellar) and the Penning and Polder models [75, 76]. Both 

models are based on the dynamical theory of diffraction [77, 78]. The lamellar model was 

introduced by J.E White [79] and is used for calculating the reflectivity curves of  x-rays in 

synchrotron radiation applications [43]. In the lamellar model, a curved crystal is approximated 

by a set of perfect-crystal lamellae which have a gradually increasing tilt angle corresponding to 

the bend of the crystal. The reflectivity of the crystal is the sum of partial reflections in the 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 
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lamellae. The Darwin width of the reflection under investigation is commonly used as the 

thickness between two successive lamellae [79]. The Penning Polder model assumes that a 

distorted crystal can be divided into smaller regions where the propagation of wavefields can be 

described locally in terms of the dynamical theory of perfect crystals. In the model, propagation 

of x-ray wave fields in a distorted crystal is in analogy to the propagation of a beam of light in an 

inhomogeneous medium using the concept of geometrical optics [80]. Based on the lamellar and 

the Penning and Polder models, several computer programs have been developed and used for 

reflectivity curves calculations [76]. For the calculation of Laue crystal reflective curves, only 

the Penning and Polder model can be applied, the computer programs PEPO [80] and 

XCRYSTAL [76] can be used for this purpose because they are developed from the Penning and 

Polder model. One major difference between PEPO and XCRYSTAL is that PEPO is used for 

meridionally bent cylindrical crystals while XCRYSTAL can be used for crystal bent in both 

sagittal and meridional planes. Zhong et al. [78] developed a lamella model for calculating the 

reflectivity curves of sagittally bent Laue crystal because the lamella model for calculating 

meridionally bent crystals cannot be used for sagittally bent Laue crystals. From calculations and 

measurements, the reflective curve of a bent Laue crystal: is almost flat-topped; has a large 

width, the maximum reflectivity may be close to unity; and can be controlled by the 

choice of thickness, asymmetry angle, and bent radius [41, 43, 44, 46, 56, 78, 79].    

 

3.1.3 Focusing of x rays by bent crystals  

Focusing of x-rays by a bent crystal is based on a change in the Bragg plane orientation [35]. A 

bent crystal acts a monochromator when the x-ray source and focus (image) are located on the 

Rowland circle, and as a polychromator when the source is outside the Rowland circle [81]. The 

Rowland circle is the focusing circle, its diameter is the bending radius of the crystal [75]. A bent 

Laue crystal has two foci-the geometric (monochromatic) and single-ray (polychromatic) foci. 

The single-ray focus, which can be real or virtual, does not generally coincide with the geometric 

focus, resulting in an effect called ‘crystal depth broadening’- the broadening of the focus 

obtained [35, 40]. The focus broadening, caused by the intrinsic Darwin width and the spread of 

the beam in the Borrmann triangle (fan) is considered as the main limitation of the Laue 

geometry for achieving a small focus size [47, 82]. It has been established that focus broadening 

can be reduced by an appropriate choice of the crystal asymmetry angle, thickness, and bending 
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radius [35, 47, 82, 83]. Meridional focusing (vertically or horizontally) and sagittal focusing of 

x-rays have been achieved with bent Laue crystals. An example of focusing of x-rays in the 

meridional plane using a cylindrically bent Laue crystal is shown in figure 3.9 [84]. In this case, 

the x-ray source is located on the convex side of the crystal at a distance F1 from the crystal 

while the diffracted beam is focused at a distance F2 from the crystal on the concave side. The 

finite opening angle of the incident radiation is h1/F1; h1 is the beam height. The focal distance 

F2, of the geometrical focus is given by 

𝐹2 =  
𝐹1𝜌 𝑐𝑜𝑠 ( − 𝜃)

2𝐹1+ 𝜌 𝑐𝑜𝑠 ( + 𝜃)
 ,  

where  is the angle of diffraction, r the bent radius, and  the asymmetry angle. The single-ray 

focus, F, is given by [84, 85] 

𝐹 =  
𝜌 𝑠𝑖𝑛 (2𝜃)

2 𝑠𝑖𝑛 ( + 𝜃)
 . 

 

  (a) 

 

          (b) 

Figure 3.9: (a) Geometric focusing of x-rays and (b) single ray focusing by bent Laue crystal. 

Source: Ref. [84].  

(3.11) 

(3.12) 
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The corresponding energy bandwidth of the diffracted beam, that is, the energy dispersion of the 

beam diffracted in the bent Laue crystal is: 

∆𝐸

𝐸
= cot(𝜃)ℎ1 [

1

𝐹1
+

1

𝜌 cos( + 𝜃)
] 

If the divergence, i.e., full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) of the incident beam on the bent Laue 

crystal, is , the energy bandwidth of the diffracted beam can also be computed using [82]: 

∆𝐸

𝐸
=  휀 cot 𝜃  [

1+ 𝐹1

𝜌 cos( + 𝜃)
] 

Assuming the crystal of thickness T is elastically isotropic with a Poisson ratio,, the change in 

the Bragg angle due to bending, , is [86]:  

     𝛿𝜃 =  
𝑇

𝜌
 [𝑡𝑎𝑛( +  𝜃) +  

1 

2
 (1 +  ) sin 2 − tan 𝜃(𝑐𝑜𝑠2 −   𝑠𝑖𝑛2 )] 

where the bending radius  is given by: 

  𝜌 =  
2𝐹1𝐹2

𝐹1𝑐𝑜𝑠 ( − 𝜃)− 𝐹2𝑐𝑜𝑠 ( + 𝜃)
                                             

Mercedes et al. [87] argued that the single-ray focus, F, as given by eqn. 3.12 does not take into 

consideration the curvature of the diffraction planes induced by the elastic deformity of the 

crystal. To account for this, they derived the single-ray focus equation as 

𝐹 = ±
𝑅 𝑠𝑖𝑛 2𝜃𝐵

2 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜒±𝜃𝐵)+(1+𝜈) 𝑠𝑖𝑛 2𝜒 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜒±𝜃𝐵)
 

 where B is the angle of diffraction (Bragg angle) and F takes either positive or negative sign if 

real or virtual, respectively. Also (+B), i.e., “upper case” is used when the x-ray beam does not 

lie between the crystal’s surface normal and the Bragg plane as in figure 3.9, and (-B), the 

“lower case” used if otherwise. Equation 3.17 agrees with the equation earlier derived by Sutter 

et al. [88] for the “lower case”. 

 By using the anticlastic bending in a sagittally asymmetric bent Laue crystal, Zhong et al. 

[67] developed a novel method for sagittal focusing of x-rays  horizontally. Based on their 

method as shown in figure 3.10, the distance from the x-ray source to the crystal (F1), the 

distance from the crystal to the focal point (F2), the Bragg angle (B) of the reflection, 

asymmetry angle (), and the radius of the sagittal bending are related by 

                            
1

𝐹1
+ 

1

𝐹2
=

2 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝐵 𝑠𝑖𝑛 

𝑅𝑠
                                               (3.18) 

 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 
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Figure 3.10: Sagittal focusing of a diverging horizontal fan-shaped beam from a synchrotron x-

ray source by a single crystal sagittally bent Laue crystal. F1 and F2 are the distances from the 

source to crystal and crystal to focal point, respectively, (a) Side view, and (b) Top view. 

Source: Ref. [67], reproduced with permission of the International Union of Crystallography. 

 
 

The sagittal focal length (Fs) is:  

               𝐹𝑠 =  
± 𝑅𝑠

2 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝐵 𝑠𝑖𝑛
                                                            (3.19) 

where Fs is positive (upper sign) if the diffraction vector (H) is on the same side of the crystal as 

the center of the sagittal bending, that is, H is on the concave side of the sagittal bent crystal. If 

H is on the convex side of the crystal, causing further divergence of the horizontal x-rays, as in 

the case shown in figure 3.10, Fs is negative (lower sign). From eqn. 3.19 above, Fs is infinite 

when  is zero, implying that a symmetrical Laue crystal cannot focus sagittally. The energy 

bandwidth of the diffracted x-rays is  

                                                      ∆𝐸

𝐸
=

[∆𝜃2+𝜔0
2+(

𝜎𝑠
𝐹1

)
2

]

1
2

tan 𝜃𝐵
                                                                 (3.20) 

where  is the variation of the angle of incidence along the surface of the crystal due to the 

different vertical parts of the beam meeting the crystal at different angles, 0 intrinsic angular 

acceptance of the crystal, and s/F1 is the angular aperture of the source size, s, in the vertical 

plane.  

                                                  ∆𝜃 =  𝜑 [1 −
𝐹1

𝑅𝑚
𝑐𝑜𝑠( ±  𝜃𝐵)]                            (3.21) 

where  is the vertical divergence of the incident white beam and Rm is the anticlastic bending 

radius in the meridional plane. 

http://journals.iucr.org/
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3.2 Applications of Bent Laue Crystals 

Due to the unique properties of bent Laue crystals, different techniques involving the use of bent 

Laue crystals have led to the development of new systems, and improvement of existing systems 

for various applications. Some of examples of these applications are presented in this section; the 

focus is on applications with respect to synchrotron sources. 

3.2.1 K-edge subtraction imaging 

K-edge subtraction (KES) imaging is a medical imaging modality that has been significantly 

improved because of the use of bent Laue crystals. The development of KES imaging dates back 

to the work of Bertil in 1953 on the possibility of using monochromatic x-rays (then called 

roentgen rays) to increase the contrast obtained in a radiograph [89]. Bertil used the term 

‘dichromatic absorption radiography’ (abbreviated Dichromography) which meant “the 

technique of using the differences of absorption of two or several monochromatic roentgen rays 

or rays of different wave-length distributions for the production of a picture showing differences 

in absorption or for showing the distribution and/or the concentration of an element in an object.” 

One of the ways of implementing the technique that Bertil considered was ‘Edge 

dichromography’, which involved determining the concentration of an element by measuring the 

difference in absorption of two wavelengths lying close to but on opposite sides of the absorption 

edge of the element. It is interesting to note that one of the means of producing monochromatic 

radiation considered then was the diffraction of a polychromatic spectrum by a crystal. Edge 

dichromography is what is known today as KES imaging. In KES imaging, two images of a 

subject are taken above and below the K-edge of an element that has been administered to the 

subject; the logarithmic subtraction of these two images suppresses all absorbing structures in the 

subject excepting structures filled with the element thereby enhancing the contrast of such 

structures [84, 90].  

 At synchrotron facilities, KES imaging systems employing a single or double bent Laue 

crystal monochromator in the focusing geometry have been used for coronary angiography, [84-

86, 91-94] mammography, [95] and bronchial imaging [96]. These monochromators provide the 

two x-ray energies needed for KES imaging, which eliminates motion artifacts in the image 

because the beam energies (above and below the K-edge) used are prepared simultaneously. At 

the National Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS) biomedical beamline and the European 
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Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) ID 17 beamline, a single bent Laue crystal Si (111) 

monochromator and a splitter are used to prepare the two x-ray beams [85, 97]. The conventional 

(dual-energy or dual-beam) KES imaging setup applied to lung imaging at the European 

Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) ID 17 beamline is shown in figure 3.11 [97]. 

 

 

Figure 3.11: A schematic picture of the monochromator and detector setup in dual-beam KES 

imaging at ESRF ID 17 beamline. Source: Ref. [97]. 

  

 Zhu et al. [90] developed a novel and ‘simple’ method of performing KES imaging at the 

BMIT-BM beamline, called spectral-KES. The Spectral-KES system also uses a single bent 

crystal (Si) wafer in the Laue geometry but without a beam splitter, and has several advantages 

over the conventional KES. One aspect of this approach is the choice of asymmetry angle in the 

monochromator which dramatically improves the energy dispersive properties. The part of the 

diffracted beam (angular part or spatial part at the detector) which is at or near the edge is quite 

small, this makes the use of a splitter practically impossible and thus, unnecessary. The photon 

flux available for use in spectral-KES system is higher compared to dual-energy KES system 

because a splitter is not used to divide the beam. Spectral-KES can be performed in both 

projection and CT modes [90, 98]. A schematic diagram of the spectral-KES system is shown in 

figure 3.12.  
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Figure 3.12: A schematic diagram of spectral-KES system. Source: Ref. [90]. 

 

3.2.2 X-ray computed tomography 

X-ray computed tomography (CT) is a widely used method of obtaining cross sectional views of 

objects, and with SR sources, x-ray CT systems can be used to produce CT images more rapidly 

with better spatial resolution and reduced beam artifacts [99]. Ren et al. [48] developed a two-

crystal bent Laue-Laue monochromator for multiple energy CT (MECT). The two crystals were 

Czochralski-grown Si <1,1,1>, thicknesses 0.7 and 1.4 mm with thick ribs on their upper and 

lower ends, and cylindrically bent with the axis of the cylinder parallel to a fan-shaped 

synchrotron x-ray beam. The two bent Laue crystals were used in the non-dispersive geometry. 

Before the development of this monochromator, a two-crystal flat Laue-Laue monochromator for 

their MECT program was used. A test they conducted with the two-crystal bent Laue-Laue 

monochromator at 42 and 108 keV showed about a 10-fold larger beam flux, about 5 times better 

stability, 10-fold less harmonic contamination, and a smaller bandwidth compared to their two-

crystal flat Laue-Laue monochromator. Suortti et al. [81] also developed a two-crystal bent 

Laue-Laue monochromator in the non-dispersive geometry for CT studies but theirs operated at 

energy range of 18 to 90 keV. 
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3.2.3 X-ray absorption spectroscopy 

X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) is a tool commonly used for the investigation of local 

electronic and atomic structure in a sample [100]. Bent Laue crystals have been widely used, 

mostly as bent Laue analyzers (BLA), in various types of XAS including: x-ray absorption fine-

structure (XAFS); extended x-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS); and x-ray absorption near 

edge spectroscopy (XANES) [101-103]. An example of a BLA used in XAS is that designed by 

Zhong et al. [64, 65, 101, 103, 104] for XAFS of dilute samples in the 12-25 keV range. The 

BLA is made of a thin bent Laue crystal of logarithmic spiral shape held in a machined frame. 

The crystal is 200 microns thick, has an active area of 35 mm by 120 mm, covers a solid angle of 

0.1 sr, and is used in the non-dispersing geometry. When used for measurements, Soller slits 

made of tin (Sn) foils are placed after the BLA to separate the diffracted and transmitted beams; 

the transmitted beam contains elastic scatter that can contaminate the data collected.   

 

3.2.4 Harmonics selection and rejection 

X-rays reflected by double crystal monochromators used at SR beamlines are contaminated with 

higher order reflections, that is higher energy x-rays, called harmonics. Since harmonics can be 

useful for experiments at higher energies like x-ray absorption fluorescence spectroscopy, 

Karanfil et al. [105] developed a ‘beam cleaner’ capable of selecting and rejecting harmonics. 

The first design of ‘beam cleaner’ developed was made of a cylindrically bent single Si (1, 1, 1) 

Laue crystal, and was used as a post-monochromator. The crystal was triangular in shape (0.2 

mm thickness, 25 mm base and 70 mm height) and was bent using a leaf-spring bender. The 

beam cleaner was effectively used to reject the 2
nd

 harmonic (3x the fundamental energy) from a 

Si (1,1,1) monochromator, and could also reject the fundamental and other harmonics up to Si 

(9,9,9). The problem they had with the single crystal design was that the diffracted beam was 

deflected from the line of sight for most measurements. This led to the development of a double-

crystal bent (cylindrically) Laue post-monochromator ‘beam cleaner’, which solved the problem; 

the double bent Laue crystal design also improved XAFS data quality under high harmonic 

conditions [46].  

 Apart from the above discussed applications, bent Laue crystals have been used in 

various other applications: high-energy phase contrast imaging [82]; Rayleigh-to-Compton CT 
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[106]; x-ray spectrometer for Compton profile measurements [107, 108]; focusing of high-

energy x-rays [49]; and x-ray beam expander for biomedical imaging [87, 109].  
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CHAPTER 4 

MULTIPLE ENERGY X-RAY IMAGING 

 X-ray imaging is a well-known method used for characterizing materials either 

quantitatively or qualitatively [110]. At different x-ray energies, there are distinctions in the 

attenuation of x-rays by materials, which help in materials characterization [5, 111]. But there is 

also the possibility that different materials can have the same attenuation property at a given x-

ray energy [112]. In this case one cannot discriminate such materials unless multiple x-ray 

energies are used. For example: bone and iodine have the same linear attenuation coefficients 

when single-energy x-rays of about 100 keV are used [113]; iodine and barium have similar 

attenuation curves [4]; and the attenuation of a single-energy x-ray alone cannot distinguish 

between iron and calcium [114]. With the use of a single-energy x-ray beam, the ability to 

quantitatively differentiate soft tissues from other tissues without the administration of a contrast 

agent is a problem. This problem can be solved by using a multiple energy x-ray beam. Contrast 

agents are simply high atomic number elements used in imaging to enhance the differences 

among body tissues on diagnostic images based on variations in anatomy or physiopathology; 

they make one structure more visible than adjacent tissues [115]. Elements between iodine and 

bismuth on the periodic table of elements are generally considered as contrast agents [116]. As 

earlier stated in Chapter 1 of this thesis, multiple energy x-ray imaging (MEI), also referred to as 

spectral x-ray imaging, is the use of two (dual-energy) or more x-ray photon energies for 

imaging. In MEI systems, multiple energies can be achieved either at the source or detector level. 

MEI has found applications not only in the medical field but also in other fields as well. Some 

examples of the non-medical applications of MEI [8, 9, 112, 117] are: inspection of luggage and 

cargo for explosives and other contraband; and non-destructive testing - quality control of 

industrial products, radioactive materials control, and inspection of welded joints and 

connections of building construction, pipelines, etc. In the medical field, MEI has made it 

possible to: quantify the mass density of two or three materials in a mixture with known 

elemental composition [113]; quantify calcium, fat and water components with soft tissues [118]; 

remove tissue or bone signals from an image [119, 120]; eliminate or suppress beam-hardening 

artifacts [121, 122]; visualize and characterize vasculature in areas where the vessels traverse 
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soft tissue and are surrounded by bone [123]; and improves the detection of cancerous and pre-

cancerous lesions [124]. 

      A conventional x-ray source such as an x-ray tube used in the laboratory or in medical 

applications produces polychromatic or polyenergetic x-rays [125, 126]. The x-ray’s energy 

spectrum is dependent on the applied voltage usually quoted in kVp, and the x-ray tube anode 

material [127]. For an applied kVp, the effective (average) energy is considered to be 

approximately one-third to one-half of the applied kVp [3, 111], and hence the use of the term 

‘single’ energy [5, 128-130]. The effective energy of a polyenergetic x-ray beam gives an 

estimate of the x-ray beam penetration power as if it were a monoenergetic (monochromatic) 

beam [3]. Synchrotron sources also produce polychromatic x-rays, which can be easily 

monochromatized (made monoenergetic) using appropriate x-ray optics. As earlier stated, there 

is a long standing interest in multiple energy imaging using both conventional and synchrotron x-

ray sources [12]. 

 

4.1 Multiple Energy Imaging Methods 

4.1.1 Conventional x-ray source based methods 

One area in which MEI has been significantly implemented using a conventional x-ray source is 

in the development of clinical dual-energy computed tomography (DECT) imaging systems. 

DECT is a medical imaging method that uses two data sets (low and high energy data sets) from 

the same anatomic location of a subject; the two data sets are usually acquired with two different 

kVp (80/100 and 140 kVp) [127]. Currently there are three main methods for achieving MEI 

(dual-energy) in commercially available clinical DECT systems, each unique to a particular 

vendor in the health industry. The methods are: rapid kVp switching (GE Healthcare, 

Milwaukee, WI, USA); use of energy sensitive double-layered detector (Philips Medical 

Systems, Cleveland, OH, USA); and dual x-ray source (Siemens Healthcare, Forchheim, 

Germany) [5, 127, 131]. In the 1980’s Siemen Healthcare also had a fast kVp switching DECT 

system (Siemens SOMATOM DRH) in the market [132]. All the above mentioned methods 

depend on the detected energy spectrum to be adequately separated [131] . The dual x-ray source 

and rapid kVp switching methods may be referred to as source-based MEI because the spectral 

separation is done at the source, and the double-layered detector method, a detector-based MEI 

[116]. The rapid kVp switching and energy sensitive double-layered detector systems are 
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classified as single source DECT systems [133]. A DECT comparison study showed that dual 

source DECT had the best performance, followed by the rapid kVp switching and double-layered 

detector methods [132]. Brief descriptions of these three DECT methods are as follows. 

 Rapid kVp switching: Also referred to as “Fast” kV or tube voltage switching, it involves 

the acquisition of low and high energy projections data by rapidly switching the kVp of the x-ray 

tube between nominally 80 kVp and 140 kVp from projection to projection [132, 134]. In the GE 

Healthcare DECT system (Discovery CT 750HD), schematic drawing shown in figure 4.1,  the 

kVp switching is done in about 0.4 ms time interval, in the same gantry rotation [127].  

 

Figure 4.1:  A schematic drawing of GE Healthcare fast kVp switching DECT scanner 

(Discovery 750HD). Source: Ref. [127]. 

 

The reported advantages of this method include [134, 135]: 

(1) efficient in terms of energy separation though motion of the subject imaged is assumed 

negligible because of the quick succession at which the two data sets are acquired; 
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(2) can be implemented with a 2D detector which allows an acquisition rate that is dependent 

on the detector speed; 

(3) material decomposition can be performed with the acquired raw data, which provides a 

decomposition that is free of beam hardening effects; and 

(4) less sensitive to patient motion.  

This method also has some disadvantages [5, 131-133, 135-137]: 

(1) the maximum field of view that can be achieved is 30 x 40 cm; 

(2) for the data obtained to be sufficient for image reconstruction, the number of projections 

per rotations acquired has to be doubled;  

(3) misregistration between high and low energy data; 

(4) the low energy spectrum is restricted to 80 kVp, which can be a problem with large 

patients- currently only patients that are less than 260 pounds (118 kg) can be imaged; 

(5) challenges in matching the noise between the low and high energy spectral data because 

current CT systems cannot modulate the tube current at the same rate as the tube 

potential; and  

(6) in the GE Healthcare DECT system (Discovery CT 750HD), there can be an increase the 

radiation dose to a patient because the use of tube current modulation is not supported.  

 Use of energy sensitive double-layered detector: In this method of implementing DECT,  

the projection data are acquired using a single x-ray source while the separation into high- and 

low- energy image data sets  is done by the double-layered  (“sandwich”) detector [133, 136]. As 

the name implies, the detector is made of two detectors composed of different materials and 

thicknesses, one placed on top of the other, and is sensitive to different energy x-rays as a 

function of depth. The low- and high- energy x-rays are mostly absorbed by the top and bottom 

layers of the detector, respectively, and from which images are reconstructed separately [5, 113, 

137]. Figure 4.2 shows a schematic drawing of Philips Healthcare CT scanner (Brilliance 64) 

that employs this method; the x-ray tube peak voltage commonly used is 120 kVp or 140 kVp 

[127]. Two advantages of this method are [113, 137]: (1) dual-energy analysis can be performed 

on every data set acquired because the low- and high- energy data sets are acquired 

simultaneously, and the data from both layers of the detector are recorded at all times; and (2) it 

offers perfect temporal registration and spatial resolution between the low- and high- energy 

projection data. The disadvantages associated with it, which are mostly attributed to the complex 
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detector design, include [113, 132, 137]: (1) the detector has a limited energy resolving 

capabilities because of the large amount of overlap between the low-and high- energy data; (2) 

there may be difference in noise level between the low- and high- energy images. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2: A schematic drawing of Philips Healthcare double-layered detector DECT scanner 

(Brilliance 64). Source: Ref [127]. 

 

  Dual x-ray source: The dual x-ray source method involves the use of two x-ray sources 

and two detectors mounted at right angles on the same rotating gantry with the x-ray sources 

operated at different peak tube voltages, usually 80 and 140 kVp [113, 116]. Thus, the low and 

high energy spectra projection data sets are acquired concurrently, and during a single gantry 

rotation[137]. Siemens Healthcare DECT scanner (SOMATOM definition) is based on this 

method, a schematic drawing of it is shown in figure 4.3 [127]. 
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Figure 4.3: A schematic drawing of Siemens Healthcare dual x-ray source DECT scanner 

(SOMATOM definition). Source: Ref [127]. 

 

One major advantage of this method over the other two methods of DECT described above is the 

ability to optimize independently the spectral filtration for each tube-detector pair. This increases 

the spectral separation and signal-to-noise ratio in the material-specific images[113]. In addition, 

the adjustment of the x-ray tube current for each kVp level is done separately, which results in a 

comparable noise levels and radiation dose for the two acquired data sets [138]. This method also 

has disadvantages [113, 132, 133]:   (1) there is a slight difference in the time that the two data 

sets are acquired, this limits temporal registration; (2) the field of view for the low x-ray energy 

source is reduced, this can hinder the evaluation of some body parts of obese patients; (3) there 

may be cross-scatter of x-rays between the two source-detector pairs which may in turn degrade 

the spectral separation unless a suitable scatter-correction algorithm is used.   

  Apart from the above three methods of DECT that have been implemented in 

commercially available CT systems, other methods have also been developed for research. For 
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example, a multi-energy CT system developed for small animals; a picture of it is shown in 

figure 4.4 [139]. One of the major components of this CT system is a Highly-Oriented Pyrolytic 

Graphite (HOPG) Bragg monochromator that is coupled to an x-ray tube, and is the source for 

the quasi-monochromatic x-ray beams (energy range: 20 to 70 keV) used in multi-energy 

applications.    

 

 

Figure 4.4: A picture of a multi-energy x-ray system for small animals. Source: Ref. [139]. 

 

Another example is a triple-energy x-ray system developed by Baek and Kim [140, 141]. Their 

system involved an x-ray tube, three K-edge filters (iodine, barium and gadolinium) and a direct 

conversion detector. For the generation of the triple-energy x-ray beams, they used three 

different tube voltages with the three K-edge filters: iodine filter at 50 kVp; barium filter at 60 

kVp; and gadolinium filter at 70 kVp. They had the K-edge filters built on the exit window of the 

x-ray tube to allow the three x-ray beams to exit. 
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4.1.2 Synchrotron x-ray source based methods 

Synchrotron x-ray source based MEI systems that have been developed at various beamlines 

across synchrotron facilities, are mostly centered on KES imaging methods.  These systems, 

some of which have been discussed in the Section 3.2.1 of this thesis, include: multiple energy 

CT (MECT) for imaging of the human head and neck [48, 121, 142]; Dual-energy imaging 

systems for various types of angiography including human coronary angiography [17, 85, 92, 93, 

143], contrast enhanced digital mammography [144]; dual-beam KES imaging system at the 

Swiss Light Source TOMCAT beamline [145]; and a spectral-KES system developed for 

biomedical imaging applications at the CLS biomedical imaging and therapy (BMIT-BM) 

beamline [90]. The Dual-beam KES imaging system at the TOMCAT beamline is quite different 

from other KES systems here stated in that it uses a Laue-Bragg splitting scheme (figure 4.5). 

One unique fact about synchrotron based MEI systems is that the separation of the synchrotron 

x-rays energies is commonly done by the monochromator that constitutes a part of the imaging 

system.  Also the use of a monochromator, even if bent, to increase the efficiency or bandwidth, 

has a narrow range of energies compared to x-ray tube based systems that rely on kVp and 

filtration to set the imaging energies. 

 

 

Figure 4.5: Dual-beam KES setup at TOMCAT beamline, Swiss Light Source. Source: Ref. 

[145]. 
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4.2 Detectors 

An integral part of any MEI system is the x-ray detector. From the three established methods of 

MEI in clinical DECT systems described in Section 4.1.1 of this Chapter, one of them (double-

layered detector) is attributed to the detector type used. It is interesting to note that the 

development in digital x-ray detecting technology has greatly impacted the development of MEI 

systems [119, 120, 124, 146, 147]. Energy-integrating detectors (EIDs) as well as photon-

counting x-ray detectors (PCDs) have been used in MEI systems. A detector array that combines 

the energy-integration and photon-counting of x-rays has been proposed for spectral CT [125]. In 

EIDs the total electric current produced from detected photons, which are summed and 

measured, provide information about the energy of the photons. But in PCDs the energy 

information is provided for each photon [148]. 

 New generation PCDs with the ability to discriminate photon energies based on pulse 

height analysis have been developed [116, 149]. These new generation PCDs are equipped with 

multithresholding circuits and are able to simultaneously count, discriminate, and bin photons of 

different energies based on the chosen thresholds [116, 150]. Medipix chip based PCDs - 

Medipix1, Medipix2 and Medipix3 [151] are examples of PCDs that count and discriminate the 

photons energies. Other examples are as listed in the publication by Katsuyuki and Jan [149]. 

The introduction of these PCDs to the field of medical applications is said to have opened up 

new possibilities in the field, and offer a number of advantages when used for MECT: (1) no 

registration issues between different x-ray energies because the energies are all acquired 

simultaneously; (2) no overlap in the x-ray energy ranges; (3) many energy levels can be 

recorded depending on the detector’s electronics; and (4) energy ranges can be set arbitrarily to 

optimise the image analysis software in order to discover the imaging problem [132]. Examples 

of some of the new possibilities are as follows. Schlomka et al. [122] demonstrated 

experimentally the feasibility of quantitative K-edge CT imaging in a pre-clinical system that 

uses a single-line photon-counting CdTe array capable of discriminating more than two energy 

bins. In an experimental study by Polad [152], a photon counting spectroscopic CT (PCS-CT) 

technology  that could be used for breast CT was presented. The spectroscopic CT system was 

based on CdZnTe PCD that can split the x-ray energy spectrum into five energy bins, and can 

acquire 5 multi-energy (spectroscopic) CT images in a single CT scan.  Ronaldson et al. [118] 

showed that spectral CT with Medipix3 PCD has the potential to independently decompose 
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calcium, fat, and water in soft tissues. This they did in soft tissues within small animal models 

and surgical specimens of diseases such as fatty liver (metabolic syndrome) and unstable 

atherosclerosis.  In both simulations and physical experiments, Wang et al. [153] concluded that 

“ x-ray CT with an energy resolved photon-counting detector with more than two energy 

windows allows the separation of more than two types of materials, e.g., soft-tissue-like, bone-

tissue-like, and one more or materials with K-edges in the energy range of interest”.       

 The advances in flat panel detectors (FPDs), which are EIDs, have also offered new 

possibilities for MEI applications [154]. Xu et al. [120] developed a dual-energy imaging 

technique with dynamic filtration using a CsI-based FPD. They stated that the imaging method 

can potentially be used as a low dose technique for quantifying coronary arterial calcium. In their 

imaging technique, the x-ray beam was switched at 15 Hz between 60 kVp and 120 kVp; the 120 

kVp beam had an additional 0.8 mm silver filter. Han et al. [155] described a single-shot (single 

kVp) dual-energy imaging method (for preclinical imaging) that uses a prototype multilayer 

(“sandwich”) - detector system consisting of two x-ray imaging FPDs. Each of the two 

sandwiched FPD consisted of a commercially available terbium-doped gadolinium oxysulfide 

(Gd2O2S:Tb) scintillator optically coupled to a complementary metal-oxide semiconductor 

(CMOS) matrix-addressed photodiode array. The spectral separation between the two detectors 

was increased by using an intermediate copper filter. This improved the image contrast though at 

the expense of image noise. For the single kVp, the x-ray tube voltage was varied between 40 

and 70 kVp. They demonstrated the potential of this method by acquiring dual-energy bone and 

soft-tissue images of a post-mortem mouse, and claimed that the method is insensitive to motion 

artifacts.  

 With respect to SR based x-ray imaging, the use of PCDs is a problem because of pulse 

pileup effect.  Pulse pileup occurs when the arrival of two detected x-ray photons overlap in the 

time the detector takes to convert the photon’s deposited energy into a signal. This deposited 

energy usually (or eventually) takes the form of charge released. When photons overlap or 

“pileup” the ability to determine their respective energies is destroyed and the two events are 

typically rejected resulting in count loss [149, 156-158]. Generally, the probability of pulse 

pileup occurring is dependent on the x-ray flux on the detector [159]. The issue of pulse pileup in 

PCD is more problematic when SR is used compared to when x-rays from x-ray tubes are used. 

This is due to the pulse nature of SR sources which produces pulsed time structured SR (few 
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microseconds between pulses) that is shorter than the resolving time of PCDs; X-ray tubes are 

steady sources of x-rays [159-162]. But the recent developments in PCDs technologies are 

improving their performance in SR applications [163].    

 

4.3 Material Decomposition Algorithms 

X-ray attenuation by matter is a well-known fact. The attenuation can be described by physical 

interactions between the x-rays and matter or analytically as a linear combination of basis 

functions representing a collection of absorbing materials [116]. In tissues with a contrast 

element three basis functions can be used to describe the attenuation. The two choices are: 

photoelectric effect, Compton scattering, and discontinuity at a K-edge of an element or mass 

attenuation coefficients of water, bone, and a contrast element [116, 149]. The discontinuity at a 

K-edge is only used if a material has a K-edge of an element in the energy range of interest 

[153]. This particular basis function contains information in the spectral dimension about the 

presence of an exogenous element, which enables the extraction of selective and quantitative 

information of a contrast agent carrying such elements if present [116]. The first concept of 

material decomposition using multiple energy (dual-energy) spectra, reported in the year 1976, 

was that put forward by Alvarez and Mascovski [9]. It was based on the use of photoelectric 

effect and Compton scattering as the basis functions. Since then, several methods for 

decomposition of spectral data have been developed, all centred on the above three stated basis 

functions [118, 131]. Material decomposition algorithms enable material-specific information 

such as mass density and effective atomic number to be obtained, and also the quantification of 

material concentration [113]. With an accurate material decomposition algorithm, the spatial 

distribution of basis functions can be quantified on a pixel basis [149]. It should be noted that in 

the diagnostic energy range (18 to 150 kVp), photoelectric absorption and Compton scattering 

are the two principal means materials attenuate x-ray and hence the two basis functions 

commonly used [116]. An example of a method used for material decomposition is described as 

follows [110, 135, 164, 165]. 

 Consider a subject for which the photon counts for incident, N0, and transmitted, N, beam 

are measured at some energies, Ei  i  n. N(Ei) and N0 (Ei) can be normalized to form:  
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Equation 4.3 is linear and its matrix form is 
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Equation 4.4 is an n x m matrix, where 𝑟𝑖 (1 i  n) are compared with 𝑅𝑖 (the measurements 

made, i.e., the image data acquired) and 𝜌𝑗𝑡𝑗 (1 j  m) are the materials projected mass densities 

(projected mass concentrations) to be solved for, which can be done, for example by method of 

linear least squares (LLSQ) [164]. For equations of this type, the following conditions apply [11, 

164]: if n = m, 𝜌𝑗𝑡𝑗 can be determined; if n < m, 𝜌𝑗𝑡𝑗 cannot be determined and; if n > m, 𝜌𝑗𝑡𝑗 are 

overdetermined. The ability to solve for the “m” materials depends on inversion of the matrix in 

equation 4.4 which can lead to a singular matrix if the attenuation coefficients as a function of 

energy are linearly related to one another.  For example, one would not be able to solve for water 

(H2O), oxygen (O) and hydrogen (H) independently.  Also, materials that are very close in 

energy dependence will present difficulties in solving for such as a soft tissue and plastic (for 

example, poly-methyl-methacrylate or PMMA, commonly known as acrylic). 

 Certain quantities or variables such as chemical concentrations, amount of materials, 

pixel intensities, frequency counts, and emission spectra, can never take negative values based on 

physical principles [166-168]. Problems in which these types of variables are to be solved for 

usually involve solving overdetermined linear systems (i.e., linear systems that have more 

equations than the variables to be solved for), and are termed LLSQ problems [169]. When 

solving LLSQ problems for quantities than can only take on non-negative values, if the measured 

data used are corrupted by noise, the quantities can take on negative values, which are physically 

meaningless [167, 170]. To ensure non-negative values, non-negative least squares (NNLS) 

methods or non-negative constrained least squares methods are used [12, 168, 170-172]. 
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CHAPTER 5 

A SYCHROTRON BASED MULTIPLE ENERGY 

BIOMEDICAL IMAGING SYSTEM 

The BMIT facility at the CLS has a number of imaging methods. Being one of the eight known 

SR biomedical imaging facilities existing in the world, and in order for it to be more attractive to 

users (researchers), there is the need at BMIT to develop new imaging methods and improve 

upon the existing ones. Spectral-KES, a new MEI method developed at BMIT, has already been 

put into use and some positive research results published [98, 173, 174]. With the growing interest 

in the development of MEI methods, which is not limited only to the use of conventional x-ray 

sources but also SR, the decision to develop yet another new and novel MEI at BMIT was 

considered a good one. Details of the novel MEI is presented in this chapter. The novel aspects 

of this MEI system are: (1) large spectral energy range of the horizontally focused beam 

achieved, up to 15 keV with a middle energy around 30 keV; (2) spectral energy range of the 

focused beam covers the K-edges of four elements [iodine (33.17 keV), xenon (34.56 keV), 

cesium (35.99 keV), and barium (37.44 keV)], three of which are commonly used as contrast 

agents in x-ray imaging (iodine, xenon and barium); and (3) ability to extract up to six materials 

from the spectral energy data. Again it is emphasized that unlike spectral-KES that can be done 

in either planar or CT mode, imaging with the novel MEI can only be done in planar mode. 

 

5.1 Components of the MEI System 

The MEI system is made up of a cylindrically bent Laue single silicon (Si) crystal (wafer) 

monochromator, scanning and positioning stages for subjects to be imaged, a 100 m pixel size 

FPD, and a data acquisition and control system. The FPD, an EID, is C9252DK-14 (Hamamatsu 

Photonics K. K., Japan), a detector commonly used in some clinical dental x-ray machines [175]. 

A crystal whether flat or bent can be used either in the reflection (Bragg crystal) or transmission 

(Laue crystal) geometry. The MEI system bent Laue monochromator is used in the focusing 

geometry. The thickness of the bent Si crystal (5, 1, 1) is 750 microns and for the diffraction of 
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synchrotron x-rays, the (3, 1, 1) type diffraction (reflection) plane having an asymmetry angle of 

3.3 is used. The asymmetry angle is measured in the diffraction plane between the crystal 

surface normal and the diffraction planes. Figure 5.1 is an illustration showing the orientation of 

the crystal and lattice planes used for the MEI system. It should be noted that in figure 5.1, the 

planes are not bent. Also, commas have been used to separate the integers and ‘minus sign’ 

instead of a ‘bar’ on the integers just for the purpose of clarity. The crystal was bent using a 

frame bender. This was achieved by mounting the crystal onto an aluminium frame machined to 

the required bending radius of 1 m (figure 3.4). An aluminum frame was used because of its 

good thermal conductivity, light weight, ease of machinability and low cost. At the early stage of 

the MEI system development, bending of the Si crystal wafer was done using a four-bar bender 

(figure 3.2), which allowed for the variation of the crystal’s bending radius. A Si (5, 1, 1) was 

still used but its thickness was 600 m, and the reflection type (1, 1, 1) with an asymmetry angle 

of 19.5. The (3, 1, 1) type reflection from a Si (5, 1, 1) crystal wafer of 750 m thickness was 

opted for because of its excellent energy dispersive properties for spectral K-edge subtracting 

imaging [90]. Generally, in bent crystals there is an increase in the angular and energy 

acceptance of the x-rays incident on them compared to flat crystals, and hence an increase in the 

x-ray flux available for usage [88]. Even though the reflectivity of the crystal drops, this is 

overcome by the increased angular and energy acceptance. The crystal when bent moves away 

from dynamical type behaviour to kinematical behaviour where the overall integrated reflectivity 

is much higher. The bending of the crystal causes a change in the angle and d-spacing of the 

lattice planes as the beam traverses the crystal, which results in an increment in the energy 

bandwidth. The enhancement of the energy bandwidth due to bending is approximately 100 

times the unbent values [79]. Also the reflectivity and diffraction efficiency of bent crystals can 

be close to 100 % [176].  
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Figure 5.1: An illustration showing the orientation of the crystal and lattice planes used for the 

MEI system. The crystal surface is parallel to the (5, 1, 1) planes. The planes used for diffraction 

through the crystal are the (1,-1,-3) which are inclined at 3.3
o
 relative to the surface as shown. 

The planes in the figure are not bent for clarity. Source: Ref. [178]. 

  

 A filtered synchrotron white (polychromatic) beam of energy range 20 to 50 keV is used. 

The bent Laue Si crystal focuses in the horizontal plane, thus when the filtered synchrotron white 

beam is incident on the bent Si crystal, a horizontally focused polychromatic synchrotron x-ray 

beam is prepared. Filtering of the white beam is done using a 0.1 mm thick aluminum (one of the 

BMIT-BM filters) and 105 mm thick water filter. The thin aluminum filter serves two purposes: 

(1) it removes most of the low energy part of the spectrum that can create ozone in the 

experimental hutch, which can be a health hazard and also oxidizes equipment, and (2) the 

reduction of the beam power will prevent the beam from melting the tank containing the water 

filter. Water, a low atomic number material, is used as a filter to evenly attenuate the large 

energy range spectrum since the attenuation is dominated by Compton scattering, which is 

largely energy independent. Though the water filter does scatter the white beam, this has no 

negative effect on the MEI system because it is located upstream of the MEI system (~5 m) in 

the BMIT-BM experimental hutch. A subject to be imaged will be placed at the beam’s focal 

point; the focused beam on passing through the subject diverges onto the FPD where the energy 

range collected is spatially dispersed. At the subject location where the beam focuses, the beam 

has a horizontal width along x and the range of angles through the focus (angles around the x 

direction) represents a range of x-ray energies. At the detector location downstream, the range of 
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angles spatially disperses the x-rays as a function of energy across the horizontal dimension of 

the detector. The horizontal or x dimension is preserved from the object location. To create an 

image of a subject, the subject is scanned horizontally through the focused beam, creating a 2 

spatial dimensional image: height (y) - vertical beam size; width (x) - horizontal scan length; and 

a third axis representing the transmission through the object at the x-y location as a function of 

energy, which can be as large as 17 keV. Thus, each x-y pixel in the detector represents the x-ray 

transmission through the subject at a horizontal location (x) and the vertical location (y), the 

transmission through the subject at an energy. A schematic representation and geometry of the 

MEI system are shown in figure 5.2, and its experimental setup shown in figure 5.3.       

 

Figure 5.2: (a) Schematic representation of the MEI system (Source: Ref. [178]), and (b) the 

MEI Geometry. The frame bender used for bending the Si crystal wafer is not shown in the 

figure. The detector is perpendicular to incident beam direction, z. Dcd, Dcf, and Dfd are the 

distance from crystal to detector, crystal to beam’s focal point, and beam’s focal point to 

detector, respectively. 
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Figure 5.3: Experimental setup of the MEI system: (a) Si crystal wafer mounted on a frame 

bender, (b) subject to be imaged placed at the position the beam focuses and, (c) Hamamatsu flat 

panel detector. Source: Ref. [178]. 

 

 

5.2 Focal Properties Study 

Again, the MEI system focuses the synchrotron white x-ray beam to be used for imaging in the 

horizontal plane. A study of the focal properties of the MEI system was done by measuring the 

focus size of the focused beam (imaging beam) prepared by the bent Laue Si crystal 

monochromator. This was done in two ways, and for various beam sizes incident on the Si 

crystal monochromator. One set of measurements involved scanning a knife edge horizontally 

through the focused beam at various distances near the focal point to establish its location. For 

the second set of measurements, experimental setup shown in figure 5.4,  a 13 m pixel size 

detector, Hamamatsu AA-60 x-ray converter coupled to a C9300-124 camera (Hamamatsu 

Photonics K. K., Japan), was used to directly image the beam near the focal region. The 

C9252DK-14 (Hamamatsu Photonics K. K., Japan) FPD which constitutes a part of the MEI 

system was not used for this study due to its susceptibility to radiation damage. In the AA-60 x-

ray converter, the lens and charge-coupled device are out of the x-ray beam and thus radiation 

damage is not a problem. The focal properties obviously depend on the bend radius which is 
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fixed, but also on the Laue diffraction conditions-specifically the reflection plane used, x-ray 

energy and asymmetry angle. With a focusing bent Laue geometry, there are two foci, the 

polychromatic and geometric. And it is only when these two foci coincide that the smallest 

possible focus size can be achieved.  

 From geometry, with the Si crystal wafer bent to a radius of 1 m, the expected focal point 

should be at approximately 0.5 m from the Si crystal. But due to the fact that geometric and 

polychromatic foci do not generally match over the energy range of the experiment, a point or 

source size limited focus cannot be achieved, and at the expected focal point. Scanning the 

region close to the expected focal point using the Hamamatsu AA-60 detector enabled the 

smallest possible focal size, and its position from the Si crystal to be determined. The 

experimental setup and geometry for beam’s focal size measurements using the Hamamatsu AA-

60 detector is shown in figure 5.4. The results of the scans around the focal region, for different 

beam sizes incident on the bent crystal are shown in figure 5.5. It should be noted that the scan 

direction of the AA-60 detector is along the incident beam path. The data in figure 5.5 have been 

resampled to follow the overall beam trajectory to better show the focal properties of the beam.  
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(a) 

 

 

(b) 

 

Figure 5.4: (a) A picture of the experimental setup and (b) geometry for beam’s focal size 

measurements using Hamamatsu AA-60 detector. (a) (i) Si crystal wafer mounted on a frame 

bender,(a) (ii) Hamamatsu AA-60 x-ray converter coupled to a C9300-124 camera. In (b) (I) the 

detector is scanned ±30mm along the z direction (parallel to incident beam direction) in 1mm 

steps around the focal point. The incident beam width is adjusted using beamline horizontal slits. 

The data acquired have the beam at an angle across the raw data as shown in (b) (II). These data 

are then resampled from the dotted region in (b) (II) to the rectangular region in (b) (III). The 

resampled data are shown in figure 5.5. 
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From figure 5.5, the 0 mm position along the beam (vertical axis) is the expected geometric focal 

point, 0.5 m from the crystal while the scan was performed from the -30 mm position (upstream) 

to the +30 mm position (downstream). Based on the scans, the smallest focal size achieved was 

0.2 mm, and was between -1 mm and 4 mm from the 0 mm position. For the focus size 

measurements by scanning a knife edge horizontally through the beam, the smallest focus size 

measured was 0.3 mm. The image for each of the beam dimensions shown in figure 5.5 was 

created from a number of images taken of the beam as the 13 m pixel size Hamamatsu AA-60 

detector translated along the beam path. Efforts were made to get the trajectory of the detector to 

match the overall path of the beam, but there was some residual error which resulted in a slight 

inclination of the beam relative to the x-y axes (~0.7degrees).  

 

 

Figure 5.5: Results of scans about the focal point using the 13 m pixel size Hamamatsu AA-60 

detector. Vertical beam size incident on the bent Laue Si crystal monochromator was 6 mm 

while the horizontal beam size was varied: (a) 5 mm, (b) 10 mm, (c) 20 mm, (d) 25 mm, and (e) 

30 mm. Source: Ref. [178]. 
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5.3 Image Data Acquisition and Materials Decomposition 

The data and order acquired are: Darks, Flats, Edges and Tomos. 

 Darks(ND):shutter closed, no beam unto detector 

 Flats(N0): shutter opened, no phantom (sample) in beam path 

 Edges (NE): shutter opened, a mixture of NaI (iodine) and BaCl2(barium) solution in the 

beam path, used for calibrating x-ray energy on the detector 

 Tomos (N): shutter opened, phantom (sample) in beam path 

Shutter is a device that when opened, allows beam into the experimental hutch. The Tomos and 

Edges data are then normalized as shown in eqn. 5.1, and represents the image data. For the 

Edges data, N in eqn. 5.1 is replaced with NE. 
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where 1 i  n are the x-ray energies at which the measurements are made. 

 In order to be able to decompose m number of materials, the number, n, of x-ray energies 

in the spectral data should be n  m. In our case, the maximum number of materials we solved 

for was six (i.e. m = 6) while the number of x-ray energies (keV) in the spectral data was up to 

358 (i.e. n = 358). Recalling eqn. 4.4 shown below, for our case the jtj are overdetermined 

because n > m.   
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Due to n > m, the materials were decomposed using the method of Linear Least Squares (LLSQ), 

which gives approximate values of jtj; the projected mass density (projected mass 

concentrations). The LLSQ algorithm used inverts the matrix in eqn. 4.4 and then performs a 

minimization process, minimizing the error, e, between Ri and ri: 
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where jtj are the parameters adjusted in the model to minimize the error.  

The LLSQ algorithm did not provide uncertainty estimates. However, the SNR were evaluated in 

the same way as explained in section 5.5.  

 With reference to the MEI geometry shown in figure 5.2(b), the steps involved in the 

calibration of the x-ray energy scale on the detector are as follows. 

 The distance between the reflection planes (d spacing) of the Si crystal is computed 

using:  

 

 With the known values of the K-edges of iodine (EKI = 33.169 keV) and barium (EKBa = 

37.441 keV), the corresponding wavelengths are computed using: 

                        𝜆𝐾𝐼 =
ℎ𝑐

𝐸𝐾𝐼
     and   𝜆𝐾𝐵𝑎 =

ℎ𝑐

𝐸𝐾𝐵𝑎
  

  With the computed 𝑑ℎ𝑘𝑙, 𝜆𝐾𝐼, and 𝜆𝐾𝐵𝑎, the Bragg angles are then computed using: 

                 𝜃𝐾𝐼 = 𝑠𝑖𝑛−1 (
𝜆𝐾𝐼

2𝑑ℎ𝑘𝑙
)  and  𝜃𝐾𝐵𝑎 = 𝑠𝑖𝑛−1 (

𝜆𝐾𝐵𝑎

2𝑑ℎ𝑘𝑙
) 

 The locations of the I and Ba K-edges on the detector are given by: 

𝑥𝐾𝐼 = 𝐷𝑓𝑑𝑡𝑎𝑛(2𝜃𝐾𝐼) 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑥𝐾𝐵𝑎 = 𝐷𝑓𝑑𝑡𝑎𝑛(2𝜃𝐾𝐵𝑎) 

 From the difference between 𝑥𝐾𝐼 and 𝑥𝐾𝐵𝑎, 𝐷𝑓𝑑 is computed: 

                        𝑥𝐾𝐼 − 𝑥𝐾𝐵𝑎 = 𝐷𝑓𝑑(𝑡𝑎𝑛(2𝜃𝐾𝐼) − 𝑡𝑎𝑛(2𝜃𝐾𝐵𝑎)) 

                       𝐷𝑓𝑑 =
𝑥𝐾𝐼−𝑥𝐾𝐵𝑎

𝑡𝑎𝑛(2𝜃𝐾𝐼)−𝑡𝑎𝑛(2𝜃𝐾𝐵𝑎)
 

 

 

 

𝑑ℎ𝑘𝑙 =
𝑎0

√ℎ2 + 𝑘2 + 𝑙2
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 Finally, the computed  𝐷𝑓𝑑 is used to calibrate the energy scale on the detector: 

      𝑥𝐷𝑖 = 𝐷𝑓𝑑𝑡𝑎𝑛(2𝜃𝐷𝑖) 

𝜃𝐷𝑖 =
1

2
𝑡𝑎𝑛−1 (

𝑥𝐷𝑖

𝐷𝑓𝑑
) 

                                                 𝑥𝐷𝑖 = 2𝑑ℎ𝑘𝑙𝑠𝑖𝑛 (
1

2
𝑡𝑎𝑛−1 (

𝑥𝐷𝑖

𝐷𝑓𝑑
))  

𝐸𝐷𝑖 =
ℎ𝑐

2𝑑ℎ𝑘𝑙𝑠𝑖𝑛 (
1
2 𝑡𝑎𝑛−1 (

𝑥𝐷𝑖

𝐷𝑓𝑑
))

 

𝑥𝐷𝑖 is the location of the ith x-ray energy on the detector while  𝜃𝐷𝑖 and 𝐸𝐷𝑖 are its corresponding 

Bragg angle and energy, respectively. 

 The energy range (20 keV to 50 keV) of the filtered synchrotron white beam incident on 

the bent Laue Si crystal monochromator covers the K-edges of the following elements: indium 

(27.940 keV); tin (29.200 keV); antimony (30.491 keV); tellurium (31.814 keV); iodine (33.169 

keV); xenon (34.561 keV); cesium (35.985 keV); barium (37.441 keV); and lanthanum (38.925 

keV). The elements in bold are commonly used as clinical/biomedical contrast agents. It was 

found out that the spectral energy range of the focused beam (imaging beam) prepared varied 

depending on the Si crystal’s bent radius, reflection type, and the horizontal beam width of the 

incident filtered white beam used. This is shown in table 5.1. The spectral energy range was 

found by using the energy calibration from the NaI and BaCl2 solutions and extrapolated to the 

low and high energy limits of the imaging beam. At the focus, the spatial width of the beam was 

determined by a knife-edge scan and is the full width of the beam at that location. Figure 5.6a 

shows the images of the K-edges of all the elements covered (barium, Ba; cesium, Cs; xenon, 

Xe; and iodine, I) for the bold case with reference to table 5.1 while figure 5.6b shows the 

transmission through a mixture of NaI and BaCl2 solution (segmentation of I and Ba K-edges 

from a mixture of NaI and BaCl2 solution) used for energy scale calibration.   
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Table 5.1. Spectral energy range of the focused beam prepared by the MEI system. 

Si (5,1, 1) crystal wafer’s 

reflection used and 

thickness 

Bend 

radius of 

Si crystal 

(cm) 

Width of 

incident filtered 

white beam 

(mm)* 

Width of 

focused beam 

(mm) 

Spectral energy 

range of focused 

beam 

(keV) 

FBB:  (1,-1,-1)**, 600 m 108 22.5 0.9 12.0 

FBB: (3,1,1)***, 750 m 95 50.0 0.5 16.0 

FBB: (3,1,1)***, 750 m 100 25.0 0.5 6.9 

FB:    (3,1,1)***, 750 m 100 50.0 1.0 15.0 

FB:    (3,1,1)***, 750 m 100 25.0 0.5 9.3 

FBB: Four-Bar Bender, FB: Frame Bender, * Vertical height of the beam was 6 mm, ** 19.5 asymmetry angle, *** 

3.3 asymmetry 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.6: (a) Images of the focused beam showing K-edges of all the elements covered for the 

bold case in table 5.1, and (b) transmission through a mixture of NaI and BaCl2 solution used for 

energy scale calibration. All images are of solutions of the K-edge element with except for Xe 

which is a gas. The gray scale on the right (c) shows the relative photon flux detected.  The K-

edges are clearly visible and show high transmission just before the K-edge energy and the high 

attenuation just above the K-edge energy. The beam height is 6mm in (a) and (b). Source: Ref. 

[178]. 
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 Considering the spectral energy range of the prepared focused beam and the number of 

K-edges of elements covered, we were interested in seeing the number of materials that can be 

decomposed including these elements. In our preliminary results [177], we were able to 

successfully decompose four materials in terms of their projected mass densities (projected mass 

concentrations). This we achieved using the (1, 1, 1) type reflection, a 0.9 mm focused beam (12 

keV energy range), and a 95 cm Si crystal bend radius; Si crystal was bent with a four-bar 

bender. Figure 5.7a shows the phantom that was imaged and figure 5.7b, the projected 

concentrations of the four materials decomposed. The phantom consisted of NaI (100 mM), a 

mixture of NaI and BaCl2, and BaCl2 solutions contained in three polypropylene tubes 

(Fisherbrand 1050025 cryogenic vials) and a simulated bone material, secured to a 5 mm thick 

acrylic plate. The measured inner and outer diameters of the polypropylene tubes were 9.6 mm 

and 11.5 mm, respectively. Some corrections to be noted:  (a) in Ref. [178], the concentration of 

NaI and BaCl2 was mistakenly stated as 0.5 mM each instead of 50 mM as stated in figure 5.7a; 

and (b) the bent radius of the Si crystal was mistakenly stated as 108 cm instead of 95 cm in Ref. 

[179].  

 

Figure 5.7: (a) Phantom imaged constituting four materials and (b) decomposition of the four 

materials in terms of their projected concentrations. Source: Ref. [177]. 
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 Since the K-edges of Xe and Cs were also covered in the spectral energy range of the 

focused beam, we included Xe and Cs as part of the phantoms imaged in our subsequent 

experiments. Figure 5.8 shows one of the phantoms imaged that included Xe and Cs. The 

phantom is made up of six materials: sodium iodide (NaI) solution (15.0 mg/ml or 100 mM); Xe 

gas (99.999% pure from Praxair Inc. USA); cesium chloride (CsCl) solution (8.4 mg/ml or 50 

mM); a mixture of NaI and barium chloride (BaCl2) solutions (15 mg/ml and 20.8 mg/ml or 100 

mM each); BaCl2 solution (10.4 mg/ml or 50 mM); and ‘physics bone’-simulated bone 

(hydroxyapatite in an acrylic matrix). For imaging of the phantom shown in figure 5.8, the 

horizontal scan length was 180 mm at 0.1 mm step, beam dimension incident on the bent Laue Si 

crystal monochromator was 25 mm (horizontal) by 6 mm (vertical), and the energy range of 

focused beam was 6.9 keV. We were also successful in decomposing the six materials of the 

phantom shown in figure 5.8. The result, that is the decomposition of these six materials, is 

shown in figure 5.9 [178].  

 

 

Figure 5.8: Phantom imaged constituting of six materials: starting from left to right: NaI, Xe, 

CsCl, a mixture of BaCl2 and NaI, BaCl2, and ‘physics bone’-simulated bone (hydroxyapatite in 

a plastic matrix). Source: Ref. [178]. 
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Figure 5.9: Projected concentration (g/cm
2
) of six materials decomposed: (a) Iodine from (i) NaI 

solution, (ii) a mixture of BaCl2 and NaI solutions, (b) Xenon, (c) Cesium, (d) Barium from (i) 

BaCl2 solution, (ii) a mixture of BaCl2 and NaI solutions, (e) bone, (f) water. The phantom 

imaged constituting of the six materials is shown in figure 5.8. Source: Ref. [178]. 
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 The material decomposition algorithm (see Appendix B) used is written in IDL 

(Interactive Data Language, Exelis Visual Information Solutions, Inc., a subsidiary of Harris 

Corporation, Boulder CO, USA) and is based on the approach described in Section 4.3 of this 

thesis. It involves solving for the projected concentrations of the materials from an n x m matrix 

as given by eqn. 4.4 using the LLSQ method. In our case, the materials projected concentrations 

𝜌𝑗𝑡𝑗 (1 j  m) values obtained are said to be overdetermined because, the number n of x-ray 

energies from which the 𝑟𝑖 (1 i  n) measurements are made is greater than the number m of 

materials projected concentrations solved for. That is, for n > m, 𝜌𝑗𝑡𝑗 are overdetermined. Thus, 

the LLSQ method gives approximate values of the 𝜌𝑗𝑡𝑗 [164]. For example, in the six materials 

decomposition shown in figure 5.9, the number of energies from which the 𝑟𝑖 measurements 

were made was 358. 

 The arc-tangent features - spikes and slow/gradient background variations that are very 

pronounced in figures 5.9e and 5.9f are crossover artifacts similar to that which occur with the 

normal two-beam K-edge subtracting (KES) and Spectral KES imaging [90]. This artifact is 

addressed in Chapter 6 of this thesis. 

 

5.4 Photon and Dose Rates 

Measurements of the photon rate made available by the MEI system for imaging of subjects was 

done using an air filled ionization chamber (IC Plus 150, FMB Oxford Ltd, Oxford, UK: 150 

mm plate length, 18 mm electrode gap, 50 mm plate width). The ionization chamber was placed 

at the photon beam focal point, and measurements made for different horizontal beam widths 

incident on the bent crystal Laue monochromator. Figure 5.10 shows the experimental setup. The 

relationship between the ionization chamber current (ich) measured and the photon rate ( 0N ) is 

given by eqn. 5.3.        
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Here 𝜖𝑒𝑖 is the average energy required to produce an electron-ion pair in air (33.4 eV), 𝑞𝑒 is the 
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charge of an electron, 𝐸𝑝ℎ is the photon’s energy, 𝜌𝑐ℎ is the density of air, 𝐿𝑐ℎ is the ionization 

chamber’s length, 

AirEA












 is the energy absorption mass attenuation coefficient of air.  

 

Figure 5.10: Experimental setup for photon rate measurements: (a) Si crystal wafer mounted on 

a frame bender, (b) a piece of GafChromic RTQA2 film attached to the entrance window of the 

ionization chamber, and (c) air-filled ionization chamber. 

  

 For any medical or biomedical imaging system, the dose delivered to subjects imaged 

using such a system is considered a serious issue [4, 179]. With the measured photon rate using 

the ionization chamber, surface dose rate, �̇�𝑠 to a subject imaged was estimated using eqn. 5.4. 
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In eqn. 5.4, A is the area of the beam at the point measurement is made and 

TissueEA












 is the 

energy absorption mass attenuation coefficient of tissue. The tissue material is assumed to be 

water for simplicity. During the photon rate measurements, pieces of GafChromic RTQA2 film 
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(ISP Technologies Inc., New Jersey, USA) were exposed to the x-rays by placing them at the 

entrance window of the ionization chamber. The area of the beam (A) in eqn. 5.4 was obtained 

from the exposed pieces GafChromic RTQA2 film shown in figure 5.11.      

 

 

Figure 5.11: Images of the beam from the exposed pieces of GafChromic films that were 

attached to the ionization chamber entrance window. The corresponding beam size (horizontal x 

vertical in mm
2
) incident on the bent Laue Si crystal was for: (a) 25.0 x 3.0; (b) 25.0 x 6.0; (c) 

50.0 x 3.0; and (d) 50.0 x 6.0.   

 

 Table 5.2 shows the photon rates available for imaging subjects and the estimated surface 

dose rates to a subject when imaged using the MEI system. For the same photon rate 

measurement experimental setup but a flat instead of a bent crystal used, the photon rate for a 

50.0 (H) x 6.0 (V) beam size incident on the flat crystal was 5.98 x 10
6
 ph/s.  
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Table 5.2. Results of photon rate measurements and estimated surface dose rates. Source: Ref. 

[179]. 

Beam 

size 

incident 

on bent 

crystal 

H x V 

(mm
2
) 

Storage 

ring 

current,  

Ri 

(mA) 

Ionization 

chamber 

current, 

ich 

(pA) 

ich (pA) 

at a Ri 

of 

200 

mA 

Beam 

size at 

focus 

H x V 

(mm
2
) 

Area of 

beam 

at 

focus,  

A 

(cm
2
)  

Photon rate 

(ph/s) at 

focus per 200 

mA of Ri 

Surface dose 

rate (mGy/s) 

at focus  

per 200 mA of 

Ri 

25.0 x 3.0 177.9 950.0 1068.0 5.0 x 3.0 0.16 1.09 x 10
9
 11.8 

25.0 x 6.0 177.8 1315.0 1479.2 5.0 x 6.0 0.30 1.50 x 10
9
 8.7 

50.0 x 3.0 177.6 3580.0 4031.5 9.5 x 3.0 0.29 4.10 x 10
9
 24.5 

50.0 x 6.0 177.8 4800.0 5399.3 9.5 x 6.0 0.57 5.49 x 10
9
 16.7 

 

From Table 5.2, for a bent crystal and for the same beam size of 50.0 (H) x 6.0 (V), the photon 

rate is 10
3
 order of magnitude higher than that of a flat crystal. Given surface dose rate(�̇�𝑠), the 

cumulative surface dose 𝐷𝑠 can be computed using 

                                                                                         𝐷𝑠 = �̇�𝑠  
ℎ

𝑣
                    (5.5) 

where v is the scan step of subject per exposure time and h is the width of the beam at focus 

(horizontal beam size) because the subject was scanned horizontally. For imaging of the subject 

shown in figure 5.8, the beam size, scan step, and image acquisition time (exposure time) for 

each scan step were 25 mm (H) by 6 mm (V), 0.1 mm, and 6.66 ms, respectively. By using the 

corresponding �̇�𝑠 for a 25 mm (H) by 6 mm (V) beam size from table 5.2, and noting that h is 5 

mm, the computed cumulative dose (𝐷𝑠) to the subject was 2.90 mGy. This dose estimate 

assumes that there is no time delay between images being acquired by the imaging system and 

each image was acquired in 6.66 ms intervals. The actual acquisition time between images was 

approximately 3 seconds, which greatly increased the dose to the subject (~1.3 Gy).  

 

5.5 Sensitivity and Energy Resolution 

One of the foreseen potential applications of the developed MEI system is multi-contrast K-edge 

imaging. Assuming the elements I, Cs, and Ba are to be used as contrast agents in subjects and 

that their K-edges have been covered, one may ask the question: what are the minimum 

detectable levels of concentrations of these elements by the MEI system? To answer this 
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question, phantoms constituting of different concentrations of NaI, CsCl, and BaCl2 solutions, 

were imaged. The solutions were contained in 1.2 ml centrifuge tubes having an external 

diameter of 11.5 mm (Corning Incorporated, Corning, NY, USA). Table 5.3 shows the 

concentrations of these solutions in units of mg/ml and mM while the pictures of the phantoms 

are shown in figure 5.12.  These concentrations were chosen based on what have been used as 

reported in the Literature [143, 148, 180, 181]. It is emphasised here that the K-edge of Xe is 

also covered in the spectral energy range of the focused beam prepared by the MEI system. But 

Xe was not included in the sensitivity study. 

Table 5.3. Concentrations of solutions in the phantoms imaged for the sensitivity study. 

 

Solutions 

Concentrations 

A: 0.5 mg/cm
3
 B: 1.0 mg/cm

3
 C: 5.0 mg/cm

3
 D: 10.0 mg/cm

3
 

mM mM mM mM 

1: NaI 3.3 6.7 33.4 66.7 

2: CsCl 3.0 5.9 29.7 59.4 

3: Bacl2 2.4 4.8 24.0 48.0 

 

 

Figure 5.12: Phantom imaged for the sensitivity study: 1, 2 and 3 represent NaCl, CsCl, and 

BaCl2 solutions, respectively while A, B, C, and D denotes the various concentrations of the 

solutions as shown in table 5.3.  

 

 The MEI sensitivity study results are shown in figures 5.13, 5.14 and 5.15 for iodine, 

cesium, and barium, respectively. The beam size (horizontal by vertical) incident on the bent 
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Laue Si crystal monochromator was 25 mm by 6 mm while the focused beam had a minimum 

energy of 31.57 keV and a maximum energy of 40.09 keV (i.e., a spectral energy range of  8.5 

keV). From figures 5.13, 5.14 and 5.15, and as would be expected, the signal size of the MEI 

system increases with increase in concentration of the solutions imaged. The sensitivity of the 

MEI system to the detection of cesium is higher compared to iodine and barium. From the 

results, the minimum level of concentration that the MEI system can detect is 0.5 mg/ml for 

cesium, and 1.0 mg/ml for iodine and barium. The stated detectable limits were established 

visually based on the projected concentration plots (figures 5.13, 5.14 and 5.15). Since the flat 

panel detector associated with the MEI system is position sensitive, visual comparisons of the 

projected concentrations of each element, at each concentration level, to the background were 

made. In addition, the contrast-to-noise ratios (CNRs) per mg per cm
2
 of projected contrast of 

these elements were evaluated based on photon counting statistics (Poisson statistics). The CNR 

in the K-edge image of a contrast agent is considered as one of the ways to quantify the 

sensitivity to selectively image it [116]. 

 

 

Figure 5.13: Projected concentrations (mg/cm
2
) of iodine for different concentrations (mg/cm

3
) 

of NaI solution imaged. Source: Ref. [178]. 
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Figure 5.14: Projected concentrations (mg/cm
2
) of cesium for different concentrations (mg/cm

3
) 

of CsCl solution imaged. Source: Ref. [178]. 

 

Figure 5.15: Projected concentrations (mg/cm
2
) of barium for different concentrations (mg/cm

3
) 

of BaCl2 solution imaged. Source: Ref. [178]. 

  

 The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is a measure of the contrast material signal (ctc) in 

relation to the noise (measured or calculated) in the image. Therefore, 𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑐 =  
𝜌𝑐𝑡𝑐

𝜎𝜌𝑐𝑡𝑐

, which is 

dimensionless. The contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) is a measure of the SNR per amount of contrast 
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material, i.e., 𝐶𝑁𝑅𝑐 =  
𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑐

𝜌𝑐𝑡𝑐
=  

1

𝜎𝜌𝑐𝑡𝑐

  and has the units of inverse projected contrast (g/cm
2
)
-1

or 

cm
2
/g. For the CNRc evaluations, a modified version of the SNRc (see Appendix C) by Ying 

Zhu was used [90, 165]. From our evaluations, the CNRs per mg per cm
2
 of projected contrast of 

these elements were 24 for iodine and 23 for cesium and barium. With CNR for iodine being 

24/mg/cm
2
, it means that it should be possible to “see” iodine contrast material at about a 0.042 

mg/cm
2
 projected value. Since we observe sensitivity of iodine at about 1 mg/cm

2 
range we 

are about 24 X away from this possible detectable limit. By assuming Poisson statistics, the 

crossover artifacts that dominate the image noise and any noise in the detection system have 

been ignored. That is, the 0.042/mg/cm2 projected value for iodine would be the ultimate 

detectable limit for the dose we have delivered. 

 For the MEI system’s energy resolution, the energy width was found by taking the K-

edge image of the combined iodine and barium solution subject (figure 5.6b). This image was 

then normalized by the flat image. And the negative logarithm image was taken to linearize the 

image to represent the combined linear attenuation of the subject arising from the iodine, 

barium and water. The resulting image (figure 5.6b) clearly shows the absorption edges of the 

subject at I and Ba K-edges at each vertical pixel. A numerical derivative was taken of the 

negative logarithm image in the horizontal or energy direction. The sharp transitions of the 

measured two K-edges resulted in peaks at the two K-edges. A Gaussian fit to the K-edge 

derivatives for I and Ba was done, which gave a measure of their Gaussian widths (). From the 

measured Gaussian widths, the corresponding FWHM was calculated based on eqn. 5.6 [182].  

 

                                                              𝐹𝑊𝐻𝑀 = 2𝜎√𝐼𝑛4 = 2𝜎√2𝐼𝑛2           (5.6) 

The calculated FWHM at iodine K-edge (33.17 keV) was 48.8 eV and that at barium K-edge 

(37.44 keV), 36.9 eV. For Cs, its Gaussian width was found by the linear interpolation of I and 

Ba Gaussian widths, and from which the FWHM at Cs K-edge (35.99 keV) was calculated to be 

41.0 eV. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CROSSOVER ARTIFACTS 

Images are the end product of any imaging system. Inherent to virtually all medical imaging 

modalities are image artifacts. An artifact is a feature that appears in an image of a subject but is 

not present in the subject [183]; it may mask or mimic a clinical feature [184]. Various types of 

image artifacts have been reported in the literature, the categorization of these artifacts differs for 

different medical imaging modalities. For example, in computed radiography, image artifacts are 

categorized into image acquisition artifacts and image-processing artifacts [185]; in digital 

mammography, the categories are detector-related, machine-related, patient related, processing, 

and storage-related artifacts [186]. The types of image artifacts that fall under the stated 

categories can be found in the cited references. Generally, and as observed by Willis et al., 

(2004), artifacts are classified based on the source (hardware, software or operator), and the 

mechanism of interference with image acquisition, processing or display. Artifacts in medical 

images are very undesirable: (1) some have the potential to mimic true disease [187, 188], (2) 

can reduce image quality, obscure abnormalities and cause interpretation errors [186, 189], (3) 

may interfere with the diagnostic process [190], and (4) may compromise accurate diagnosis 

[191, 192]. For some of the established imaging modalities, the types of image artifacts 

encountered, the causes and methods of reduction or elimination have been well documented. 

These include computed tomography (CT) [185, 187, 188, 190-192], positron emission 

tomography/CT [193-195], magnetic resonance imaging [183, 196-198], mammography [199-

202], and ultrasonography [203-205].    

 Imaging systems that prepare focused x-ray beams used for imaging of subjects have a 

peculiar type of image artifact called “crossover artifact”. This artifact is caused by the crossing 

of the x-ray beams if the subject is not at the focus or is spatially extended around the focus. 

Images from the developed MEI system as well as SR-based dual-beam KES and spectral KES 

systems have this artifact. Generally, for these systems, the subject to be imaged is placed at the 

SR beam focus. For non-homogeneous samples with high structural features, including 

biomedical subjects, it is inevitable that some parts of a subject will be upstream, and some, 

downstream of the focus. The term crossover artifact is used because it occurs when the subject 
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is upstream or downstream of the beam’s focus, hence out of focus. Crossover artifact may also 

be referred to as the bone artifact [33, 206] as it is prominent in vascular dual energy imaging, 

and is typically associated with highly absorbing objects, such as bone, traversing the imaging 

beams. In this chapter, we take a look at crossover artifact-its illustration, modelling, and 

suppression. Our approach is based on our understanding of this artifact with regards to KES and 

spectral KES, and thus, we shall start by considering crossover artifacts in these systems.  

 

6.1 Illustrations of Crossover Artifacts 

6.1.1. Dual-beam KES 

The use of two monochromatic x-ray beams (dual-beam), one with energy above and the other 

below the K-edge energy of contrast element of interest (dual-energy) to acquire two x-ray 

images of a target, is the original method developed for implementing KES imaging. 

Mathematically, measuring the x-ray transmission through the subject at the two energies gives 

the potential of solving for at least two materials. In the case of KES, it is the sharp absorption 

discontinuity at the K-edge that gives the sensitivity to the contrast material. A simplified version 

of the equation that gives the two materials’ projected densities is: 

                                                             𝜌𝐶𝑡𝐶 =
𝑟𝐻−𝑟𝐿

𝜇
𝜌𝐶𝐻

−𝜇
𝜌𝐶𝐿

                         (6.1a) 

 

                                                              𝜌𝑀𝑡𝑀 =
−𝜇

𝜌𝐶𝐿
𝑟𝐻+𝜇

𝜌𝐶𝐻
𝑟𝐿

𝜇
𝜌𝑀

(𝜇
𝜌𝐶𝐻

−𝜇
𝜌𝐶𝐿

)
        (6.1b) 

where 𝜌𝐶𝑡𝐶 and 𝜌𝑀𝑡𝑀 are the projected mass densities of the contrast (C) and matrix (M) 

materials, respectively. For biological subjects, water is commonly chosen to be the matrix 

material. The 𝑟𝐻 and 𝑟𝐿 are the negative logarithm, incident beam normalized transmission values 

for the above edge (H) and below edge (L) beams defined by: 

                                                                     𝑟𝐻 = −𝑙𝑛 (
𝑁𝐻

𝑁0𝐻
)       (6.2a) 

                                                                    𝑟𝐿  = −𝑙𝑛 (
𝑁𝐿

𝑁0𝐿
)      (6.2b) 

where the 𝑁𝐻 ,  𝑁𝐿 are the detected transmitted beam through the subject and 𝑁0𝐻 , 𝑁0𝐿 are the 

corresponding incident beam values. Also, in eqns. 6.1a and 6.1b the mass attenuation 

coefficients for the contrast and matrix materials are present for the high and low energy beams 
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(contrast: 𝜇

𝜌𝐶𝐻
, 𝜇

𝜌𝐶𝐿
; matrix: 𝜇

𝜌𝑀𝐻
, 𝜇

𝜌𝑀𝐿
). Usually, the difference between the attenuation 

coefficients for the matrix material is very small for the closely spaced energies and, it is 

replaced by the average value, 𝜇

𝜌𝑀
. Inspection of eqn. 6.1a shows that there is a difference 

between the two measured beams at the two energies around the K-edge. Thus, any imbalance 

between them will result in a perceived presence of contrast material (positive projected contrast 

if 𝑟𝐻 > 𝑟𝐿, and negative if 𝑟𝐻 < 𝑟𝐿. This is the mathematical origin of the crossover artifact.  

 Dual-beam KES imaging systems vary at different SR facilities, and so does the means 

by which the two monochromatic x-ray beams are prepared. For the KES application to human 

coronary angiography at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory (SSRL) and initially at 

the National Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS), two asymmetrically cut silicon (Si) crystals, 

Si(1,1,1), are used to divide the SR beam into the two required x-ray beams [207]. The two 

beams are then adjusted to cross over at the position of the target to be imaged. At the NSLS 

biomedical beamline and the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) ID 17 beamline, a 

single bent Laue crystal Si (111) monochromator and a splitter are used to prepare the two x-ray 

beams [85, 97]. A KES imaging setup similar to that applied to lung imaging at ESRF ID 17 

beamline is shown in figure 6.1 [97].  

 

Figure 6.1: Dual-beam KES imaging setup similar to that applied to lung imaging at ESRF ID 

17 beamline.  
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 The physical cause of crossover artifact in dual-beam KES imaging is illustrated in figure 

6.2. As with a number of SR imaging systems, the imaging of a target is done in line scan mode 

where the target is scanned vertically through the line beam, which is focused in the case of 

KES. In figure 6.2, as an absorbing subject traverses the two imaging beams vertically at a 

location away from the beam’s focus, one beam will be eclipsed before the other. Due to the low 

energy beam being traversed before the high energy beam, there will be a reduction in the low 

energy beam values in the low energy image spatially displaced from the same location in the 

high energy image. This causes an imbalance between 𝑟𝐻 and 𝑟𝐿 as earlier stated. Even if the 

subject is not traversing the beam vertically but is stationary while being imaged, for example in 

the acquisition of a projection in computed tomography, the imbalance will still exist except at 

the beam’s focus. During KES processing, the loss of low energy beam values where the high 

energy beam remains high will result in a calculated negative contrast value. Conversely, the loss 

of high energy beam when low energy beam remains high will result in a positive contrast value. 

Thus, a highly absorbing feature, such as a bone, traversing the two beams at a location other 

than the focus will result in a shadow type artifact where one side of the subject along the scan 

direction will have an artificial contrast value and the other side will have the opposite contrast 

value. This is what is being referred to as a “crossover artifact”. Examples of dual-beam KES 

images are shown in figures 6.3 and 6.4 [96, 208]. The crossover artifacts in these images are 

indicated with black and white pointers. 
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Figure 6.2: Illustration of the cause of crossover artifact in dual-beam KES: (a) an absorbing 

subject (i.e. bone) going through the beams from below before the beam’s focus; (b) the subject 

progressively attenuates each beam as it moves up, the low energy beam being attenuated first 

before the focus; (c) as the subject leaves the high energy beam, the opposite occurs; (d) The 

attenuation of one beam (either the low or high energy beam) before the other by the subject 

gives the appearance of the contrast agent (e.g. iodine) as positive or negative depending on 

which beam is attenuated first. For the case shown, attenuating the low energy beam first creates 

negative projected iodine and then positive projected iodine later as the subject leaves the beam. 

 

 

Figure 6.3: Dual-beam KES image of a human aorta acquired using iodine as the contrast agent. 

The black and white pointers indicate the positive and negative crossover artifacts, respectively 

in the image. Source: Ref. [208]. 
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Figure 6.4: Dual-beam KES image of the right lung of a normal human subject acquired using 

xenon as the contrast agent (Xenon bronchogram). The black and white pointers indicate the 

positive and negative crossover artifacts, respectively in the image. Source: Ref. [96]. 

  

 An absorbing subject traversing the two separated beams is the origin of the crossover 

artefact. The fact that the two beams are spatially displaced along the scan direction and that the 

contrast image is a difference type (subtraction) image gives rise to a derivative type artefact. To 

understand the scale of the artifact, let’s assume that a flat plate of matrix material (𝜇

𝜌𝑀
, 𝜌𝑀 ,

& 𝑡𝑀 ) with NO contrast material present is scanned through the imaging beams at a location 

away from the focus. Also, it is assumed that there is little or no difference between the high and 

low energy matrix attenuation coefficient (𝜇

𝜌𝑀𝐻
= 𝜇

𝜌𝑀𝐿
= 𝜇

𝜌𝑀
). By inspection of the form of the 

contrast image equation, i.e. eqn. 6.1, the maximum contrast artifact or error will occur when one 

of the beams is attenuated by the plate before the other. Again, let’s assume that the flat plate 

attenuates the high energy beam first. In that instance, the value of rH and rL can be calculated 

and the maximum contrast artifact assessed. 

 

                                             𝑟𝐻 = 𝜇

𝜌𝑀
𝜌𝑀𝑡𝑀   𝑎𝑛𝑑  𝑟𝐿 = 0                                 (6.3) 
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In eqn. 6.3, 𝑟𝐿 is zero because the plate has not entered the low energy beam and thus the 

thickness is zero. The contrast error, 𝜌�́�𝑡�́�, is then: 

                                         𝜌�́�𝑡�́� =
𝑟𝐻−𝑟𝐿

𝜇
𝜌𝐶𝐻

−  𝜇
𝜌𝐶𝐿

=

𝜇
𝜌𝑀

∆𝜇
𝜌𝐶

𝜌𝑀𝑡𝑀                                                            (6.4) 

Where the contrast material K-edge jump, 𝜇

𝜌𝐶𝐻
−  𝜇

𝜌𝐶𝐿
, has been replaced by ∆𝜇

𝜌𝐶
. It is a simple 

matter to show that if the plate enters the low energy beam first, then the contrast error is 

negative. Also, is should be clear as the plate enters the beams away from the focus that the error 

increases linearly to the maximum shown in eqn. 6.4. Once the plate is in between the two 

beams, it plateaus at the maximum value. Once it begins to enter the other beam, it will then 

linearly decrease to zero when both beams are passing through the plate. The shape of the artifact 

for other object profiles is somewhat more difficult to predict, but this can be easily modeled (see 

Section 6.3 of this thesis). Also, the shape will retain the derivative type behavior due to the 

difference in the equation between the two spatially displaced “r” values. A similar analysis can 

be applied to the matrix material images of eqn. 6.1b to arrive at the artifact for the 𝜌�́�𝑡�́� image. 

In this case, it matters which beam is being attenuated first (high energy beam first, then low 

energy beam- eqn. 6.5a; or low energy beam first, then high energy beam- eqn. 6.5b. 

                                  𝜌�́�𝑡�́�
𝐻→𝐿

= −

𝜇
𝜌𝐶𝐿

∆𝜇
𝜌𝐶

𝜌𝑀𝑡𝑀                                                                             (6.5a) 

                            𝜌�́�𝑡�́�
𝐿→𝐻

=

𝜇
𝜌𝐶𝐻

∆𝜇
𝜌𝐶

𝜌𝑀𝑡𝑀                                                                                  (6.5b) 

 

6.1.2. Spectral-beam KES 

Spectral-KES [90] is a novel and ‘simple’ method of performing KES developed at the BMIT 

BM beamline. This imaging method was discussed and its schematic diagram presented in the 

Section 3.2.1 of this thesis. Spectral-KES has been performed in both projection and CT modes 

using iodine, barium, and xenon as contrast elements [90, 98, 174]. A simplified version of the 

equation that can be used to extract the projected mass density value of the contrast material is 

given by eqn. 6.6.  
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                                                  𝜌𝐶𝑡𝐶 =

2

𝑁
(∑ 𝑟𝑖

𝑖<
𝑁
2

−∑ 𝑟𝑖
𝑖>

𝑁
2

)

𝜇
𝜌𝐶𝐻

−𝜇
𝜌𝐶𝐿

                                                      (6.6) 

where N is the number of energies measured across the incident beam spectrum. It is assumed 

that the K-edge occurs at the middle energy location (N/2) and the corresponding negative 

logarithm values are summed above (i<N/2) or below (i>N/2) that index (N/2) or K-edge value. 

Again, the mass attenuation coefficients, 𝜇

𝜌𝐶𝐻
 and 𝜇

𝜌𝐶𝐿
, are the average values for the above and 

below K-edge spectral energy ranges. As in eqn. 6.1a, the spectral KES contrast image is a 

logarithmic difference of images above and below the K-edge. However, it is complicated by the 

sums.  

 The crossover artifact in spectral-KES occurs in a manner like its occurrence in dual-beam 

KES. Let’s assume that a flat plate enters the beam away from the focal point in a manner similar 

to the discussion for the crossover artifact in the KES section. Let’s assume that the plate enters 

the high energy beam first (𝑖 < 𝑁

2
), and is advanced to the K-edge location or beam index 𝑖 = 𝑁

2
. 

In that instance, the value of 𝑟
𝑖<𝑁

2
   and 𝑟

𝑖>𝑁
2

  are easily evaluated and the crossover artifact for 

the contrast material can be assessed. 

                                 𝑟𝑖 = 𝜇

𝜌𝑀
𝜌𝑀𝑡𝑀 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 < 𝑁

2
   𝑎𝑛𝑑  𝑟𝑖 = 0 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 > 𝑁

2
                                (6.7) 

 

In eqn. 6.3, 𝑟𝐿 is zero because the plate has not entered any beam and thus the thickness is zero. 

The contrast error, 𝜌�́�𝑡�́�, is then: 

                                                    𝜌�́�𝑡�́� =

2

𝑁
(∑ 𝑟𝑖

𝑖<
𝑁
2

−∑ 𝑟𝑖
𝑖>

𝑁
2

)

∆𝜇
𝜌𝐶

=

𝜇
𝜌𝑀

∆𝜇
𝜌𝐶

𝜌𝑀𝑡𝑀                                           (6.8) 

which is the same maximum error as in the case of KES. Also, as in KES, if the plate enters the 

low energy beam first, then the contrast error is negative. It is a simple matter to show that the 

matrix material artifact or error is the same as in the case of KES as given in eqns. 6.5a and 6.5b. 

 One subtle difference is that in the case of spectral KES, there is not a plateau of the error 

as the object moves across the region between the high and low energy beams. In spectral KES, 

as the object crosses the K-edge location, the error linearly decreases until it exits the full beam 

size. Thus, the artifact for the plate is triangular in shape rather than trapezoidal as is in the case 

for KES and is as illustrated in figure 6.5. The dashed lines represent dual-beam KES crossover 

artifact, it is shown so as to give a visual comparison of the magnitude of crossover artifact 
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between dual-beam KES and spectral KES. In figure 6.5, the width of the artifact for KES and 

spectral KES along the object scan direction is given by the size of the beam away from the 

focus location. This width is given by the angular divergence of the beam multiplied by the 

distance from the focus. This angle is typically a few milliradians, but depends on the imaging 

geometry (specifically the crystal bend radius and incident beam height). Assuming KES and 

spectral KES have the same geometry, then the width and the magnitude of the crossover artifact 

will be the same for the case of a flat plate. This is shown graphically in figure 6.5. 

 

 

Figure 6.5: Illustration of cause of crossover artifact in Spectral-KES. 

 

 The Novel MEI system we have developed [178] can be used to perform multiple KES 

imaging. In both the MEI and spectral KES systems, a critical component is the bent Laue single 

Si crystal monochromator. But, in the spectral-KES system the monochromator focuses the beam 

in the vertical plane whereas in the MEI system, the beam is focused in the horizontal plane. 

Another major difference between these two systems is that imaging with the spectral-KES 

system can be performed in either projection or CT mode, but only in projection mode with the 

MEI system. Considering the plane (vertical or horizontal) that the beam is focused, the beam 

size of BMIT BM beamline (horizontal by vertical: 240 mm by 7 mm at a source-to-sample 

distance of 23 m) is partly responsible for the spectral energy range covered by the systems. For 

the spectral-KES system, the spectral energy range is about 550 eV, and up to 15 keV for the 

MEI system. The projected concentration plot of barium from a six-component phantom (figure 

6.6a) imaged using the MEI system is shown in figure 6.6b. The phantom imaged, as shown in 
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figure 6.6b, is constituted of, starting from left to right: NaI solution (100 mM), Xe gas (99.999% 

pure), CsCl solution (50 mM), a mixture of NaI and BaCl2 solutions (each 50 mM), BaCl2 (50 

mM), and ‘Physics bone’. The NaI, CsCl, mixture of NaI and BaCl2, and BaCl2 solutions were 

each contained in a 5.0 mL tube with internal diameter (ID) of 9.6 mm and outer diameter (OD) 

of 11.9 mm. For the 15 mL tube that contained Xe gas, the ID and OD were 14.5 mm and 16.0 

mm, respectively. The arc-tangent features in figure 6.6b are caused by crossover artifact. 

 

 

Figure 6.6a: A six-component phantom imaged using the MEI system. 
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Figure 6.6b: Projected concentration plot of barium from a phantom imaged using the MEI 

system. 

 

 The very wide energy range of the MEI system presents an extreme version of the 

crossover artifact. This is because the wide energy range comes at the expense of a wide range of 

Bragg angles from the bent Laue crystal. Due to this wide energy range and the possible crossing 

of several K-edges, the mathematics are somewhat complex, but the same principles discussed 

on dual-beam KES above still apply. For this reason, the crossover artifact for spectral KES and 

MEI were modelled because the “simplified” mathematics is no longer helpful in understanding 

the behavior of the artifact observed. 

 

6.2 Modelling of Crossover Artifacts 

A computer model of various objects crossing focused x-ray beams before, at, and after the 

beam’s focal point for KES, spectral KES and MEI was developed (see Appendix D). The 

objects modelled are a plate, a solid rod, and a tube with provisions made to accommodate things 

that may be inside the tube. The model accounts for the spectral energy range of the beams, the 
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energy dependence of the objects, various materials, and the trajectory that each beam takes in 

traversing the objects. One assumption is that the beam focuses completely at the focal point. For 

simplicity, it is also assumed that there are several unique energies represented by rays that span 

the energy range. In the real system, there would be a narrow bundle of rays through the object 

into each detector pixel. The narrow angular range of this bundle would have a matching small 

energy range which in the model would be represented by a single ray with an average energy 

for that bundle. As in the experimental situation, the object is scanned along the y direction 

(figure 3.11-spectral KES system) or x direction (figure 5.2-MEI system) in quantized 

increments through the beam resulting in a projection image of the object. The objects modeled 

(plate, rod, and tube) are assumed to have uniform behavior along the out of plane direction, i.e., 

x direction for spectral KES or y direction for MEI as shown in figures 3.11 and 5.2, 

respectively. The composition of the plate, rod, tube (both the shell and the contents) can be 

practically any element or combination of elements in the periodic table (Z = 1 to 100).  Most of 

the modelling is done for water, some forms of plastic, contrast solutions, bone and soft tissue in 

order to represent real biological targets. All of the modelling was done using IDL software 

(Interactive Data Language, Exelis Visual Information Solutions, Inc., a subsidiary of Harris 

Corporation, Boulder CO, USA). Examples of the model are given in figures 6.7 and 6.8. Figure 

6.7 shows a crossover artifact arising from a 1 mm thick flat Lucite plate traversing the imaging 

beam. The solid line in both figures 6.7a and 6.7b is for spectral KES and the dashed line 

(though not visible in figure 6.7a) for two beam KES. Figures 6.7a and 6.7b show that there is no 

crossover artifact when the plate is placed at the beam’s focus. The crossover artifact is clearly 

visible and resembles what has been shown schematically in figures 6.2 and 6.5. The model 

shows the trapezoidal behavior of the crossover artifact as projected mass density (𝜌�́�𝑡�́�) in KES 

when the object enters the beam upstream of focus (as in figures 6.2d and 6.5c) and the 

triangular behavior in spectral KES (as in figure 6.5c). Again, it is interesting to note that the 

magnitude (maximum and minimum excursion) of the artifact is the same for KES and spectral 

KES; however, the width of the artifact for spectral KES is narrower because of the triangular 

behavior. This is the behavior predicted and graphically depicted earlier for in eqns. 6.4, 6.5a, 

6.5b, 6.8, and figure 6.5. To confirm these equations and help validate the model, the scale of the 

artifact predicted by the model can be compared to the results from the above equations. For this 
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we need some estimated values for the attenuations coefficients of common contrast and matrix 

materials. These are given in Table 6.1. 

Table 6.1.  The K-edge energies of some contrast materials and their mass attenuation 

coefficients 0.1 keV below (EL) and 0.1 keV above (EH) the K-edges, K-edge attenuation jumps 

(C), and the average mass attenuation values for water (W) and bone (B) at the K-edge 

energies. The source of the values shown in the table is Ref. [121]. 

Contrast 

Material 

EK 

[keV] 

C(EL) 

[cm
2
/g] 

C(EH) 

[cm
2
/g] 

C 

[cm
2
/g] 

W 

[cm
2
/g] 

B 

[cm
2
/g] 

Iodine 33.169 6.553 35.563 29.010 0.324 0.764 

Xenon 34.561 6.138 33.002 26.864 0.309 0.697 

Cesium 35.985 5.888 31.109 25.221 0.295 0.639 

Barium 37.441 5.520 28.890 23.369 0.284 0.587 

 

Equation 6.4 can be used to estimate the artifact for the case of a flat plate shown in figure 6.7b.  

Using these equations and the attenuation coefficients for iodine and water from Table 6.1, the 

error is  1.12 mg/cm
2
. From the modeling program that created figure 6.7b the calculated error 

was  1.10 mg/cm
2
. Similarly, eqns. 6.5a and 6.5b can be used to estimate the error for figure 

6.7d for the matrix or water material, which is comparable to that of the model (shown in 

parenthesis). The errors were found to be 23 mg/cm
2
 (22 mg/cm

2
) for the left side of the object 

(H->L) and -126 mg/cm
2
 (-121 mg/cm

2
) for the right side of the object (L->H). The modeling 

program can be used to predict the artifacts from wide energy range imaging, MEI. Figure 6.8 

shows the MEI crossover artifact model of an iodine solution (15 mg/cm
3
) contained in a tube 

placed at focus (figure 6.8a) and 5 cm upstream of focus (figure 6.8b). The images represent the 

projected iodine contrast. Note the derivative like behavior of the tube displaced from the focus, 

which is due to the imbalance between 𝑟𝐻 and 𝑟𝐿. In the case of MEI, the simple equations used 

for KES and spectral KES are not as useful in predicting the scale of the error, however, similar 

behavior is found as has been expected. 
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Figure 6.7: KES (broken lines) and Spectral-KES (solid line) crossover artifact models of a plate 

placed at (a., c.) the beam’s focus and (b., d.) 5.0 cm upstream of the beam’s focus, that is, 0.0 

cm and -5.0 cm offsets, respectively. As observed in a. and c., there is no crossover artifact when 

the plate is placed at the beam’s focus. The plate is made up of Lucite material, thickness and 

height of plate is 1.0 mm. 

 

 

Figure 6.8. MEI crossover artifact model of a tube containing 15.0 mg/cm
3
 of NaI solution and 

water: offset of 0.0 cm (a); offset of -5.0 cm (b). Tube material is Lucite, the inner and outer 

diameters of tube are 9.60 mm and 11.9 mm, respectively. 
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6.3 Suppression of Crossover Artifacts 

The origin of the artifact is well understood both by modelling and mathematically. From 

inspection of figure 6.2, showing the case for KES, it can be easily seen that the high and low 

energy images are displaced by an amount along the scan direction (y, similar to that shown in 

figure 3.11 as the subject traverses the beam away from the focal point along the x-direction. The 

y displacement can be easily corrected in a computer to arrive at an image that visually reduces 

the artifact. This simple manipulation is normally done by all of the research groups that perform 

KES (whether acknowledged in publications or not) to minimize crossover artifact which in 

living subjects usually occurs with bone. Figure 6.9a shows the shifting of two images in KES 

relative to each other along with the energy content of the beam with the object traversing the 

beam upstream of focus. These have the effect of translating and aligning the two energy- 

position parallelepipeds over each other. Due to the finite extent of a target along the x direction, 

a complete crossover correction is impossible; a “minimum artifact” image was usually created. 

A mathematical solution to the crossover correction would remove the subjective aspect of 

manually adjusting the two images. Since the crossover artifact increases the derivative-like 

structure in the contrast image, an image with minimal structure is most likely the closest to a 

crossover artifact free image. The standard deviation of the contrast image is a metric of structure 

in the image. It should be noted that other solutions could be arrived at by using other matrices. 

Suppose a set of contrast images are created as a function of relative shift between the images, 

the standard deviation of each of these images can be determined and minimized to find the 

optimal shift value. This is what has been done in our study for KES and in a similar fashion for 

spectral KES and MEI. Figure 6.9b shows the effect of aligning all of the spectral content of the 

beam so that the subject appears to traverse the entire spectrum at one location. This has the 

effect of converting the energy - position parallelepiped into a rectangle. 

 As shown in the spectral KES figure (figure 6.5), the object eclipses each energy at 

successively different y values when the object is away from focus. Now, the situation is more 

complex where a correction using multiple shifts as a function of energy is needed across the full 

energy range of the beam. The situation is similar to a stack of playing cards that have been 

shifted transversely along the stacking direction. Mathematically, then the “fix” is to straighten 

the stack. This will make the data appear to be taken at the focus. In the program each X-E plane 

is shifted relative to a reference plane (usually the middle plane in the E direction) until the 
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standard deviation of the calculated contrast image between the two planes, using the KES 

algorithm, is minimized. This forces the alignment of the two planes. The alignment is then done 

to all planes in the X-E-Y data set. Once aligned, the spectral KES algorithm is then applied, and 

the result is a near “crossover artifact free” image of the contrast material(s) and matrix 

material(s). 

 

 

 

Figure 6.9: Illustration of crossover artifact reduction in (a) KES and (b) Spectral-KES. 

 

 From the above understanding, programs in IDL were written to reduce the crossover 

artifact (see Appendix E) for all the cases considered in this paper: KES, spectral-KES and MEI 

crossover artifact models for rod, plate and tube. The written programs were then applied to 

suppress modeled crossover artifact, and crossover artifact present in images from experimental 

data. In figure 6.10, the reduction of MEI modeled crossover artifact of a tube and rod is shown. 
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The ID and OD of the tube were 9.60 mm and 11.9 mm, respectively, and contained 15.0 

mg/cm
3
 of NaI solution. The rod had an outer diameter of 25.0 mm. Both the tube and rod were 

made of Lucite material. The modeled artifact was based on an offset of -5.0 cm, that is, the tube 

and the rod were each placed 5.0 cm upstream of the beam’s focus. Figures 6.11a-ii, 6.11b-ii and 

6.12a- to 6.12f-ii show the suppressions of crossover artifact in images and projected 

concentration plots from experimental data obtained using the spectral KES and MEI systems, 

respectively. The suppressions were done using the crossover artifact reduction algorithm shown 

in Appendix E.   

 

 

 
Figure 6.10: Reduction of modeled crossover artifact using program developed. MEI crossover 

artifact model of a tube (a-i) and a rod (b-i) due to an offset of -5.0 cm; (a-ii, and b-ii) show 

offset corrected, i.e., crossover artifact reduced. 
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Figure 6.11: Reduction of crossover artifact in spectral-KES images: (a) barium and (b) water. 

Images on the left show before ‘correction’ algorithm applied, and on the right after crossover 

correction. The sample is a femur bone of a 1-month old (i.e. developing skeleton) rat receiving 

oral dose of 58.5 mg/kg/day BaCl2 (equivalent to 33 mg/kg/day free Ba
2+

) for 28 consecutive 

days. 
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Figure 6.12: Reduction of crossover artifact in experimental MEI projected concentration plots. 

Offset correction is -0.5 cm. The uncorrected data are on the left (i column) and corrected on the 

right (ii column) for iodine (a), xenon (b), cesium (c), barium (d), water (e), and bone (f). 
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From figures 6.10, 6.11 and 6.12, it will be agreed that the crossover reduction algorithm 

work well for both modeled and experimental data. Images shown in figure 6.11 are that of a rat 

femur bone that has incorporated a small amount of barium as a marker of new bone growth. 

There are spectral KES images and are from experimental data courtesy of Dr. David M. L. 

Cooper laboratory. Spectral KES has a relatively narrow energy range (~0.55 keV with 37.4 keV 

K-edge energy for Ba) and hence range of angles in the focused beam compared to MEI might 

be expected to be more easily correctable. The uncorrected image (figure 6.11 a-i) clearly shows 

the derivative like behavior of a crossover artifact. The corrected image (figure 6.11a-ii) has 

reduced the visibility of any features to almost the point of invisibility using the same contrast 

scale. For reference, the water image (figure 6.11b-i and 6.11b-ii) is also shown and corrections 

have little visible effect on its appearance due to the highly structured nature of the bone and the 

contrast scale. It should be noted that the reduction in the crossover artifact appears to remove 

image detail in figures 6.11a-i and 6.11b-i. This occurs because of the reduction in edge 

enhancement due to the derivative like behaviour of the crossover artifact - the detail in those 

images is not real. 

 MEI images in terms of the projected concentration plots are shown in figure 6.12 and are 

also based on experimental data. Due to the large spectral energy range, and angular range of the 

focused beam, the images are somewhat more susceptible to the crossover artifact. Examples of 

the artifact suppression are shown in figure 6.12a- to 6.12f-ii using the same crossover correction 

algorithm. Though the experimental data were taken near the focus, there are quite large 

crossover artifacts. The approximate correction is equivalent to about 0.5 cm motion from the 

location of the subject. In some instances, the artifact suppression is nearly complete. 
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

The desires and efforts to make the BMIT facility at the CLS more attractive to researchers in the 

field of biomedical imaging have resulted in the development of yet another novel imaging 

system. Details of this novel imaging system, MEI, have been presented in this thesis. Spectral-

KES system is the novel imaging system earlier developed at the BMIT facility. The MEI system 

is developed for biomedical imaging applications at BMIT BM beamline, and is based on a 

single bent Laue Si (5, 1, 1) crystal monochromator. The imaging beam prepared is horizontally 

focused because the MEI bent Laue Si monochromator focuses in the horizontal direction, the 

SR filtered white beam incident on it. And depending on the incident beam size, the focused 

beam energy bandwidth varies, covering K-edges of iodine, xenon, cesium, and barium, which 

are all within the diagnostic energy range. Thus, it is possible to use these energies simultaneous 

for imaging. The large beam width of the BMIT BM beamline is in part what allows the large 

spectral energy to be covered. With the MEI system, six materials (I, Xe, Cs, Ba, bone, and 

water) have been successfully decomposed in terms of their project concentrations.  The novel 

aspect of this MEI system is the large energy bandwidth that can be achieved-up to 15 keV with 

a middle energy around 30 keV. To the best of our knowledge, never before has such a large 

energy range been achieved with a single bent Laue Si crystal monochromator and up to six 

materials decomposed from the spectral energy data. 

 For quantification of iodine, cesium and barium in a subject, the minimum detection limit 

of the MEI system is about 1.0 mg/ml for iodine and barium, and 0.5 mg/ml for cesium. The 

detection limit of 1.0 mg/ml for iodine is comparable to 1.3 mg/ml reported for Spectral KES 

imaging system (Zhu et al., 2014). In joint arthrography, the concentration of iodine used as 

contrast agent is said to be relatively high-15 to 80 mg/ml upon dilution in the synovial fluid 

[180]. In the study by Schültke et al. (2010), it is stated that after administering 0.9 ml/kg 

iodinated contrast agent (Xenetix®) to a pig model via intravenous injection, the peak iodine 

concentration in the internal carotid and middle cerebral arteries reached 35 mg/ml. Also, in a 

lung cancer and angiogenesis imaging using synchrotron radiation [209], the concentration of 

barium contrast agent (BaSO4 suspension) injected to a mouse was 500 mg/ml. These stated 
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concentrations of iodine and barium contrast agents are very high when compared to the 

minimum detection limits of iodine and barium for the MEI system. Clearly, the sensitivity of 

the MEI system may be sufficient for K-edge and multiple K-edge imaging (projection not CT 

mode) applications in which these elements, including xenon, are used as contrast agents.  

 Crossover artifacts are a pervasive problem for focal type K-edge subtraction systems 

where the imaging beams cross near the subject location. A major concern with the MEI system 

was crossover artifacts in the projected concentrations of materials decomposed from the spectral 

energy data obtained but this is no more a problem. Based on our understanding of the physical 

and mathematical origins of crossover artifact, the issue of this artifact has been addressed, not 

just for the MEI, but also for the dual-beam form of KES and spectral KES imaging. The ability 

to reduce crossover artifacts in MEI, spectral KES and dual-beam images after acquisition is 

very important as this will avoid unnecessary dose and additional imaging sessions.  

 For future research, the large energy range that can be covered raises the possibility of 

using the MEI system in a vertical diffraction plane. When used in the vertical diffraction plane, 

the imaging energy can be changed rapidly by a simple vertical motion of the monochromator to 

different K-edges. This motion would need to be coupled with motions of the subject and 

detector which may be very challenging, but the simplicity of the system might warrant its use in 

this way. Also, though the projected concentration values for the materials decomposed are 

generally non-negative, there is plan to develop a non-negative least squares (NNLS) based 

algorithm using the IMSL_LINLSQ routine in IDL for materials decomposition. 

 The large energy range of the MEI system is attributed to the bent Laue Si crystal and 

incident beam size in the diffraction plane. Based on these, it is also possible to develop an x-ray 

tube based MEI system using the bremsstrahlung component of the tube’s spectrum, for 

example, that of a tungsten target tube. Some considerations should be given to the shape of the 

bent crystal, presumably elliptical, to give an acceptable focus. There has been preliminary work 

in this area [210], which was limited in energy range. 

 For the MEI system, a cylindrical bent crystal was used because of convenience. Given 

the geometry where the source to crystal (f1) distance is much larger than the crystal to focus 

distance (f2), a parabolic geometry is best used. Some of the sizes of the beam at the focus are 

almost certainly due to the cylindrical versus parabolic bend. In optics, this would have been 

referred to as spherical aberration; however, in our case of focusing in one dimension, it would 
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be more properly called cylindrical aberration. Preliminary experience with a parabolic geometry 

for x-ray reflectometry is being prepared for publication (Cahit Karanfil et al. to be published). 
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APPENDIX C 

SNR EVALUATION BASED ON POISSON 

STATISTICS 

 

The derivations shown in this appendix were originally done by Ying Zhu, 2012 [166], more 

details can be found in the cited reference. The slight modification to our SNR evaluation is the 

assumption that the dark current, ND is zero which reduces eqn. C.6 to C.7. And thus, the Nip 

used in eqn. C.9 is slightly different from the original work by Ying Zhu. Here R represents the 

measurement made at each of the x ray energies, that is, the image data acquired.  

 With reference to the theoretical framework of section 4.3 of this thesis, for a subject 

composed of m components and imaged with photons having n number of energies, the projected 

density equations are given by [90, 165]: 
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Applying propagation of error on eqn. C.1 assumes independent measurements of the incident 

beam at each energy iN0  and the transmitted beam at each energy iN  as well as the measured 

dark current, ND 
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With Poisson statistics, the variance in the photon counts, 
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The image noise from eqn. C.3 can be determined by combining the above partial derivatives. 
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For simplification, let  
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Assuming DN = 0, eqn. C.6 reduces to 
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Thus, eqn. C.5 becomes
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The SNR for the projected contrast image will be, 
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APPENDIX D 

KES, SPECTRAL KES AND MEI SYSTEMS 

COMPUTER MODEL OF CROSSOVER ARTIFACT 
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APPENDIX E 

CROSSOVER ARTIFACT REDUCTION 

ALGORITHMS 
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